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G The BG News
Wednesday, February 26,1992

Weather

Volume 74, Issue 104

Bowling Green, Ohio

Area men
arrested,
connected
to alleged
BG murder

A Philosophical Debate

by Eileen McNamara
StelrJI
The BC News

Windy and mild:
Wednesday, partly cloudy.
High In the lower 40s. West
winds 10 to IS mph
Wednesday night, cloudy.
Low In the mid-20s. Thursday, mostly cloudy with the
high in the upper 30s.

On Campus
It's that time again:
USG senate hopefuls
share their resumes with
The News:
J Page four.
Crazy critters:
Squirrels scamper
through campus for food,
folks, and fun.
□ Page seven.

Outside campus
Local man charged:
The Wood County Sheriffs Department has
charged a Bradner man with
gross sexual imposition
after he allegedly lured a
15-year-old girl into his
home and attempted to rape
her Saturday night.
According to a sheriffs
department report, the girl
told authorities she entered
Modesto Gonzales II 's home
after Gonzales' sister came
to her trailer home and said
her little brother needed
help. When the girl entered
the woman's trailer at about
10:30 p.m., Gonzales took
hold of her wrist and began
kissing her on her neck.
The girl said Gonzales
pushed her into a chair, then
threw her onto a couch and
began running his hands
over her body. Gonzales
stopped and released her
after the girl's friends
pounded on the trailer door.
Gonzales grabbed a knife,
apparently to protect himself from the girl's friends.
The report stated Gonzales
smelled of an alcoholic odor
and said he had consumed
two to three beers.
Gonzales was transported
to Wood County Justice
center, where he is being
held on $10,000 bond.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) Here
are Tuesday night's Ohio
Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numben
5-8-5
(five-cight-five)
Pick 4 Number*
2-9-9-3
(two-nlne-nlne-eight)
Cards
Q (queen) of Hearts
7 (seven) of Clubs
K (king) of Diamonds
8 (eight) of Spades
The Super Lotto Jackpot is
$12 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

The BC NewtfTlm Normmn

During an abortion debate sponsored by the philosophy club. University professors Steve Ludd (left) and James Child (right) argued the constitutionality of the abortion Issue and the usefulness

The BG Newi/Tlm Norman

of the Roe v. Wade decision In the Math Science Building Tuesday
night. See story page six.

Jewel thieves still eluding police
Investigation of Woodland Mall armed robbery continues
by Eileen McNamara
The BC News

Police are investigating the armed robbery of Richard Potasky Jewelers, Inc.,
Monday in which store employees and Woodland Mall patrons were held at gunpoint as
the suspects smashed and looted three display cases in the store. No shots were fired.
The suspects have not been located and
police are not able to discuss any possible
clues or evidence, as the case is still under
investigation.
"[The way the robbery was executed] was
really bold," Police Chief Galen Ash said.
According to the police report, the sus-

pects, described as three black males be- formation booth."
Florer said she just remembers lying
tween 5'8 and 5'9 wearing blue jeans, hooded
sweatshirts and either masks or bandanas to down and hearing the breaking glass.
cover their faces, entered through the front
According to the police report, the first of
main entrance of the mall at about 6 p.m. and the suspects entered the jewelry store, yellbegan yelling at shoppers in the courtyard ing something unintelligible, and then pulled
out a Rim and pointed it at a male employee
area to lie down on the ground.
Mall patron Joy Flores said she was at the behind the counter and told him not to move.
customer information booth when she saw As the first suspect held the store employees
the three men enter. One of the men started at gunpoint, the other two suspects ran into
waving a gun in the air and yelling at people the store and smashed three display cases
filled with watches and men's accessories,
in the mall to He on the ground.
"[I saw] the guys walk in ... they looked such as money clips and tie tacks, and abkind of strange," Flores said. "The one guy sconded with the contents.
had a gun and told everyone to get down ...
See Theft, page four.
and I did, along with the lady behind the in-

Redistricting decision put on hold
by Doug Baker
The BG News

After two hours of debate. City
Council's Government and Personnel Committee decided Tuesday two or three additional meetings are needed to make a decision on whether or not to redistrlct the city's wards.
After the additional committee
meetings an open forum will be
held to decide whether or not the
city will be redisct ricted.
The previously discussed option of a citizen's committee did
not materialize.
"We're going to hold our com-

mittee meetings to gather more
data," said committee chairperson Scott Ziance. "We will be asking specific constituencies to
present different things. We will
be asking people to come up with
different plans and arguments."
There will be no particular
structure for soliciting input
from outside the community.
According to Ziance, political
party members, members of
groups, and people for and
against redistricting will be
asked for their input.
USG member Kelly Warner,
who researched the problem
over the weekend at The Ohio

State University's law library,
was asked by Ziance to come up
with some sketches of possible
solutions.
Warner will also be receiving
information on the redistricting
question from the office of Ohio
Attorney General Lee Fisher.
Warner said according to the
Department of Commerce's Bureau of Census, the census counts
people where they live - not
where they vote.
"According to the census we
are considered residents of this
town," Warner said. "This isn't
an issue we can ignore. I think it
is important city government

and

Mike

Bowling Green police arrested
two local men yesterday in connection to the death of Joy L.
Hiser, the 24-year-old woman
found dead in her Ninth Street
home Feb. 6.
Scott D. Riddle, 21, 315 Parkview Lot 3, and Steve D. Woodworth, 21, were charged with
murder.
Woodworth's last known address was 750 Ninth St., apt. C,
the same address as Hiser.
The two men were taken into
custody Tuesday evening and are
now in the Wood County Justice
Center. Early this morning, Sgt.
Marlin Roe of the Wood County
Sheriffs Department said no
bond has been set.
Riddle and Woodworth will
have an initial appearance In
Bowling Green Municipal Court
today, probably this morning, in
front of Municipal Judge James
Bachman.
Police said they would not
release further information
about the case because it is still
under investigation.
Woodworth is a bouncer at Uptown/Downtown, 162 N. Main St.
His manager. Bob Everhart, said
he was in shock over the arrest.
"I don't know what to say," he
stated in a phone interview. "If [
Woodworth] did it, I definitely
feel sorry for [Hiser's] family."
Everhart said he was just an
acquaintance of Woodworth and
couldn't really offer much personal information about him.
"I knew the guy [but] I didn't
actually hang around with him or
anything," he said.
When asked in person, other
employees at the bar would not,
or said they could not, comment
on questions about their relationship with Woodworth or
their reaction to the news.

makes people feel a part of the
process."
The decision to continue the
Woodworth's girlfriend, a UniGovernment and Personnel
Committee meetings was only versity student who asked not to
reached after several council be identified, was obviously upmembers and citizens stated set when reached by telephone
last night. She would make no
their points of view.
comment on his arrest.
According to Bowling Green
Bowling Green police originalresident Mary Jane Parker, the
ly believed Hiser's death was a
Government and Personnel
Committee has another option suicide. A later coroner's investigation concluded that the
which has not yet been discussed.
woman died by asphyxiation, or
The committee could petition the suffocation.
state legislature to mandate that
Neither man, nor the victim,
students vote through absentee
were enrolled at the University
See Redistrict, page seven. for this semester.

Falcon Ice Arena
turns 25 years old
by Aaron Dorksen and Randy Setter
The BC News

It has taken Bowling Green's hockey teams less than a quarter
century to build one of the most respected collegiate programs
in the nation.
Not surprisingly, the program's climb to national prominence
began with the construction of the $1.8 million BGSU Ice Arena
built between 1965 and 1967.
The 1992 hockey team said thank you' to its fans Tuesday
night by playing a special weeknlght game against Michigan on
the 25th anniversary of the grand opening of the facility.
Since Ice hockey became a varsity sport in 1969, Falcon
hockey teams have won nearly 75 percent of their home
contests. The Falcons have an all-time mark of 322-107-17 at
home.
"A tradition has been created and as a result we have always
had tremendous support from the students and faculty as well as
the community," said Ice Arena director Greg Jordan.
"I think the players respond to that tradition," Jordan said.
"Even in the tougher times when the wins and losses aren't as
Impressive, the players still play hard at home."
The hockey program began with a brief meeting in Sam Cooper's office in 1963. He was the chair of the Health Physical EduSee ICE ARENA, page ten.

TteBCNtwuUarMurdMk
For 25 years, the Ice Arena hat served as one of Bowling Green's main recreational attractions.
Nearly 3,000 fans wait for the third period to start during Tuesday's game against Michigan.
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State editorial roundup
Here is a sample of editorials
printed in recent Ohio newspapers:
(Kent-Ravenna) Record-Courier, Feb.
21 South African President F.W. de
Klerk is staking his political life on an
election which could change the course
of his nation's history.
Faced with mounting opposition from
conservative forces in South Africa, de
Klerk has pledged to hold a referendum
to allow white voters to decide whether
to end apartheid, the system of strict
racial segregation which de Klerk has
been gradually dismantling. If the vote
goes against him, de Klerk says that he
will resign.
Apartheid supporters, led by the Conservative Party, are adamantly opposed
to any moves toward black majority
rule in South Africa.
A resignation by de Klerk would pave
the way for a whites-only general election which could allow the Conservatives to seize power and attempt to reverse the reforms made by the Nationalists.
De Klerk has taken enormous political risks in attempting to bridge the gap
between the black majority and the
whites who have systematically denied
them any meaningful control over their
lives. De Klerk's departure from power

would be a major blow to that process.
The Xenia Daily Gazette, Feb. 11
Do you have a right to know if a
neighbor owns a gun if your children
regularly play with that neighbor's
children in their home?
Certainly, you have the right to ask,
and if there is a handgun or rifle in the
home, you have the right to tell your
child that he or she can no longer play
at that child's home.
You don't have the right to tell that
neighbor he can't keep a gun in his own
home, or how that weapon should be
kept. But some states are considering
legislation which would do just that.
Each year, hundreds of children are
killed and injured by handguns and rifles in the home.
Now some states are considering legislation such as Florida's, where the
owner of the gun used in such tragedies
is criminally liable.
Other states, such as Ohio, are looking at requiring some sort of gun education program for those purchasing a
gun. Since organizations such as the
National Rifle Association place strong
emphasis on education and training of
the gun owner, both adults and children
alike, they should support such
measures to make owning a gun more
safe.
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University could suffer ill effects from computer piracy
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The unrecognized tax
Corporate Average Fuel Economy tax "screws us over'

This week I want to discuss a
favorite topic of just about
everyone: taxes!
The federal government collects billions and billions of dollars in taxes every year and
manages to spend even more.
It is inconceivable to me, and
apparently to the overwhelming
majority of Americans, why the
federal government cannot balance its budget.
Part of the reason - perhaps
the main reason - is Americans
demand an inordinate amount of
services from their government,
yet we don't want to pay for
them.
As President George Bush and
Republican challenger Patrick
Buchanan have both aptly pointed out, the federal government is
too big and spends too much.
(Now, if we could only get
someone to make an honest attempt to do something about it,
we would be in business.)
Our federal government prodamage to the credibility of the this software/hardware is for
AUTHORIZED UNIVERSITY vides for the national defense,
University.
welfare and social security beneUCS takes many measures to USE ONLY.
"BY SIGNING THIS FORM, fits, transportation and education
ensure that the software is not
copied, but there are still ways to I AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE subsidies, our national postal
copy the University's software. ABOVE STIPULATIONS AND system, our space program, varTo some, pirating software WILL FOLLOW ALL LAB POLI- ious health and medical services
and subsidies, as well as a host of
seems easy. Those who have cop- CIES."
To UCS, the students' signa- other services you probably don't
ied the University's software
might think they have "pulled ture on the form means they un- know about or realize. Our tax
one over" on UCS, but they ha- derstand copying software is il- dollars pay for all of these.
First, a bit of tax history - then
legal, and if caught, the student
ven't.
There are built-in checks in the understands they can be held ac- I want to talk about one tax in
particular.
software which UCS has. All of countable.
The United States had very few
the computer technicians are
UCS's policy for dealing with
trained on what to look for as students with illegal copies of taxes in its early history. From
well. Any time students use the software is straightforward and 1791 to 1802 the country was
lab with the illegal copy of soft- pretty simple: call the University supported by internal taxes on
ware, there is a good chance they Police. The police and the Office liquor, carriages, sugar, tobacco
will get caught. UCS knows this, of Standards and Procedures and snuff - property sold at aucso they just wait for the software deal with the student from then tion, corporate bonds and slaves.
The high cost of the War of
"pirates" to hang themselves. on.
As stated earlier, copying 1812 brought about the nation's
ThenitisUCS'sturn.
At the beginning of the semes- software is illegal. Even though first sales taxes on such items as
ter, each student is given a new this is a simple statement, stu- gold, silverware, watches and
dents have been (and will contin- jewelry.
In 1862 the federal government
ue to be) caught with illegal copIt is conceivable UCS could
ies of software. Those who do instituted the first national inbe prohibited from licensing copy software seriously jeopar- come tax to help support the Civil
War.
their college career.
any products if UCS does not dize
Today the federal governDon't jeopardize what you have
continue discouraging illegal here at BGSU by copying Uni- ment's main source of revenue
versity software. The penalties comes from income taxes paid by
copying of software.
involved far outweigh the bene- citizens. The graduated income
fits of having your own free copy tax is used in most of today's industrialized nations, and is conof the software.
Dave Nebinger is a Computer sidered the fairest and most
validation sticker. And when the
students come into the lab for the Microtech at the Union Comput- equitable way of determining
first time, they are asked to read er Lab. While the column ad- who pays what amount of taxes.
Whether you realize it or not,
and sign a clipboard with a para- dresses University Computer
graph printed at the top. Most Services' Policies and Proce- we pay dozens of federal taxes
students simply sign the clip- dures, he makes no attempt to other than the income tax. We
pay federal taxes on alcohol,
board without regard to those speak for UCS.
cigarettes (sin taxes) and gasostatements. To refresh everyline, along with social security
one's memory, the paragraph
taxes, excise taxes, estate and
reads:
gift taxes and capital gains taxes
"1) I understand that is is IL(sound familiar?), as well as a
LEGAL TO COPY, MODIFY, OR
host of others.
TRANSFER University microThe tax that I want to talk
computer lab software, as per the
about, however, is not one we pay
Ohio revised code, sections
directly. But we certainly do pay
2913.02 and 2913.04.
for it indirectly.
"2) I WILL NOT REMOVE any
The tax I am referring to is the
University microcomputer softCAFE tax. It stands for Corporware, hardware or manuals from
ate Average Fuel Economy, a tax
the University microcomputer
that we have been paying for
labs.
nearly 20 years.
y
"3) I further understand that

Software copying illegal
Copying computer software is
illegal. This seems like a simple
statement, one which is not hard
to understand. Most people will
probably read up to this point and
stop. Those who do will miss
some important information.
Welcome to "Software Piracy
101." The purpose of this is to
educate all BGSU students about
software theft as seen by the
Student Code and University
Computing Services (BGSU's
department which runs the computer labs on campus).
In common terms, the act of
stealing software is "pirating."
The definition of a pirate - as
taken from The American Heritage Dictionary - is "one who
makes use of or reproduces the
patented or copyrighted work of
another illicitly or without permission."
The Student Code has a section
dedicated to the computers,
software and hardware on campus. Basically, it states it is illegal to copy or possess an illegal
copy of a software product.
If students who borrow MacWrite copy it onto their own disk,
it is considered to be an illegal
copy.
The software in the on-campus
computer labs was purchased for
use by current University students in the computer labs; the
software is maintained by UCS.
The software was not purchased for distribution to students at BGSU. UCS is bound by
the terms of the software licenses of the software packages
they purchase. If UCS does not
use continuing diligence to ensure the terms of the license
agreements are followed (including Illegal copying), the software
companies have made it clear
they will prosecute.
It is conceivable UCS could be
prohibited from licensing any
products if UCS does not continue discouraging illegal copying
of software. The result would be
a considerable loss of software
avallablity po students, as well as

E^ouRAGES
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James Walters

The idea behind the tax is quite
simple. The federal government
requires an average fuel economy number for every car maker
that sells automobiles in America. Currently that number is
28.5.
What this means is if the average fuel economy of the entire
fleet of cars a company sells in
each year doesn't meet the standard, the company gets hit with a
penalty. Currently the penalty is
$100 for every mile per gallon on
every car sold.
So, for example, Ford is required to achieve an average fuel
economy rate of 28.5 miles per
gallon for all its cars, and each
car that falls below the standard
is penalized $100 for each mile
per gallon that it is deficient.
Thus far the system hasn't hurt
the general public too much because the 28.5 mpg standard has
resulted in the production of automobiles that are acceptable to
most of us. However, if the people in Washington decide to

Something interesting to
think about only 35 percent
of the oil we consume is
burned by cars and light
trucks.

bump the standard to 40 mpg, we
are all going to feel it.
You see, the government
leaves the problem of achieving
the average miles per gallon
standard up to the car companies
themselves. The problem,
though, is building cars that meet
these requirements and still appeal to the buying public as well.
Something interesting to think
about: only 35 percent of the oil
we consume is burned by cars
and light trucks. Yet the
government's plan for conservation hits that 35 percent full
force, letting heavy trucks,
boats, mobile homes, aircraft, industry, homeowners and everyone else off scot-free.
How does that affect me, you
ask? Simply. The CAFE tax results in higher car prices because
the manufacturers have to make
up for the money they must
spend researching, developing
and implementing the technology
required to meet these standards.
As Csaba Csere of Car and
Driver, March 1999, magazine

points out, the average drivers in
the 1970s drove about 12,00 miles
a year in a 15 mpg car. The 800
gallons of fuel each person
burned every year costs about
$800. If the individual was offered a car that got five more
miles to the gallon, the person
took it. The person's fuel use
dropped to 600 gallons a year,
saving the individual $200. It was
easy for the car companies to
make this 5 mpg improvem nt,
so they only added about $250 to
the price of each car. Car buyers
saw they made their investments
in just more than a year, so they
bought the cars.
Today, however, the situation
is a bit different. Now the average driver is driving a 25 mpg
car that burns about 480 gallons
of fuel a year, costing about $576.
But people are offered a car that
is better by another 5 mpg, they
will see the fuel consumption
drop to to 400 gallons a year, or
about $480, saving about $96 a
year. However, the car's price
has jumped at least $500 because
each mpg over 25 is much
tougher to achieve.
Car buyers may pass over this
offer, but the car company is still
required to meet the federal requirement of fuel economy. So, if
the company cannot talk you into
buying one of the fuel efficient
cars, it has to jack up the price on
the less fuel efficient car you
want to buy.
As Csere observes, CAFE
forces the car company to discourage you from buying the car
that you want!
What makes this so ridiculous
is that even after CAFE gets done
screwing us over, it doesn't even
save very much fuel.
Perhaps what the good ol' boys
in Washington should do is find
another way of promoting conservation, instead of screwing
over the average American who
is trying to make an honest living
supporting her or his family.
Unfortunately, that would require some common sense, so I
guess none of us should hold our
breath.
James Walters is a sophomore
political science major from
Berea, Ohio.

Responses
The Opinion page of the BG
News consists of editorials, columns, cartoons and letters expressing the opinions of the
readers.
Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of the Individual
writer, and in now way represent
the opinion of The News.
All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please
address the submission to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Letters

Executions do not prevent murders or improve society
The BG News;
State-sponsored executions
certainly are one way of dealing
with individuals convicted of the
most serious crimes. The wide-spread use of lethal injections and
electric chairs would probably be
a salve for many of the frustrations expresed by James Walters.
But is it an answer? Walters
contends the murder rate from
19S7 through 1967 was lower
than in the next decade in which
there were no executions. Despite its reinstatement in 1976,
the US murder rate has risen to
record levels. Where is Walters'
"direct correlation?"
People do not decide to commit
murder because they feel safe
from execution. If that argument
were valid, nations such as Sweden and England would be hemorrhaging from a terrifically
high rate of killing. But they
aren't. In fact, they have some of
the lowest levels of murder.

IACC attitude
unfair to females
The BG News:
I am both amused and appalled
by the response of the Ice Arena
Advisory Committee to the dispute about female showers. It
appears the committee believes
they can break the law because it
isn't practical to obey.
Title IX clearly states any institute of higher education which
receives federal funding must
provide equal facilities for men
and women - and this includes
athletic facilities.
The issue here is not whether
there is only a trivial need for
female showers in the ice arena
(although if about half the people
who use the ice arena are female,
I am sure some of them would
appreciate showers), it is that the
ice arena is in direct violation of
the law.
My sympathies are with Dr.
Mynatt in this Issue since she is
being labeled a trouble-making
die-hard feminist merely becaues she pointed out that the ice
arena is violating the law.
Diana Marie Nietz
Sophomore
Computer Science/Math

Rather than continue the endless debate over deterrence, I'll
add something which Walters
left out: the question of societal
morality and responsibility.
People kill for many reasons.
They don't know how to function
in society, they don't believe in
their future, or they don't share a
stake in the community. Sometimes their family has disintegrated, they aren't properly
educated, have no hope or just
don't care.
They kill for all these and
many other reasons. I am not excusing the actions of criminals. It
is tempting for me to think
"yeah, just do away v'th the lot
of them." But do I v.. nt to live
with such values?
The "state," of course, is us. As
a group, we set the standards for
community behavior and living
conditions. Often, we choose to
ignore many of the social problems which help to inspire crimi-

nal activity.
Just as every individual has an
obligation to act lawfully, society
has the responsibility to inspire,
educate and encourage its own.
We have often failed that task.
Too many have turned our back
on our poor, disillusioned and
disfranchised citizens.
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Close to campus
Furnished 2 bedroom
Free Water & Sewer
Free MAID SERVICE
Private Parking

With the upcoming budget
hearings with the Advisory
Committee for General Fund Allocation (ACGFA), many existing
campus programs may need to
request budget increases even
though ACGFA may approve
funding of new organizations.
University Intramurals is one
quality program which needs an
increased budget to maintain its
current level of success. Budget
allocations in recent years have
not kept up with increased demands for programs and we have
tried to absorb these costs.
University Intramurals offers
organized competitive and noncompetitive sports for the entire
University community. A total of
46 activities are offered in women's, men's, sorority, fraternity,
co-ed and open divisions.
As our slogan says, there is
truly "something for everyone."
The popularity of Intramurals is
evidenced in the more than
29,000 participants each year.

Seen Brady
Guest Columnist
only 175 students but has a
$75,000 student-wage budget
whereas our student-wage budget is $33,000.
Miami's, Ohio University's and
Eastern Michigan's Intramural
programs have four graduate
assistants each to help run the
program. Our University Intramurals has no graduate assistants, one professional position
not funded by this budget, and
one clerical position.
The construction of the University Fieldhouse will increase
participation greatly in Intramurals next year. Although the Intramural offices will be relocated to the fieldhouse, we are
simply one of many groups which
will have access to it, including
HPER classes and Intercollegiate Athletics.
We do not, however, have access to the funds which were
used to construct the facility. Intramurals will remain a separate
entity totally funded by ACGFA
Without increased funding, we

will not be able to meet a !
demand. In fact, University Intramurals may be forced to eliminate some sports, decrease the
number of entries accepted in
each sport, consolidate greek and
independent leagues, cut student
employees' hours, and/or begin
charging an entry fee.
With an increase in budget, Intramurals would be able to continue offering the great diversity
of activities and allow the program to grow with increased
population.
Bowling Green has one of the
largest and most well-organized
intramural programs in the country but we cannot continue to improve and expand without a budget increase.
If money can be allocated to
new campus groups, certainly
existing successful programs deserve more funding. We realize
money is tight, but without an increase the program must be cut
Then our slogan may have to be
changed to "A few things for
some people."
Eileen Brady wrote this column on behalf of the Student Intramural Advisory Board.
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Taiwan - HONG KONG
CONTACTS NEEDED
Successful international business there now.
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SPRING SPECIAL
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
Offer good at all
3 Locations

HEAT INCLUDED.
Worried about the cost of heating? Well Don't!!
At CAMPUS MANOR all utilities are paid except electric.
505 Clough Street

•ft 248 N. Main 354-1559
* 143 E. Wooster 353-3281
■ir 993 S. Main 353-8826

'Furnished
'Heating Paid
• 2 Bdrms/1 Bath
' Extra Vanity
• Walkin Closet

■ir 21 Tannins Beds
available
ft All facilities are
air conditioned

Let the Experts
Do the Work At
PHOTO-S

UPWARD BOUND

* Close to Campus
' Plenty of Parking
' Air Conditioning Paid
' Laundry Facilities
'Fulltime Maintenance

Other Great Locations Available
■615 Second St.
i 841 Eighth St.

i 733 Manville
i 755 Manville
• 777 Manville

1 FREE session with
this ad & the
purchase of a
package
Expires 3/15/92

RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.
352-9302

UPWARD BOUND

UPWARD BOUND

UPWARD BOUND

UPWARD BOUND

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
Upward Bound is a pre-college, preparatory program for high school .students.
Employment is available as:

One Hour Processing
And So Much More

RESIDENTIAL STAFF - (Four (4) Positions) - Residential. Must be available twenty-four
(24) hours per day. Minimum sophomore classification. Room, board, and salary
provided. Experience with high school students preferred.

WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line
PHOTO STORE

INSTRUCTORS - (Mathematics, Social Studies, Communications, Science, and Fine Arts)
- Non-residential. Must be available in the morning hours (Monday - Thursday),
Bachelor's degree required in area of instruction. Salary based on qualifications,
Experience with high school students preferred.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT COLLEGE PARK OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 129
APPLICATIONS ARE DLE ON MARCH 20, 1992
(Unofficial transcripts must be submitted with applicationl

Featuring:
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras •
• Film • Lenses • Batteries •
$3, $2 or $1 OH on
Film Developing

Extra Set of
Prints for $1

■ Good on 110.126,35 mm and d*K dim
(C-41 process) Gel S3 Off on 36 «p . $2
off on 24 tup. or $1 off on 12/15 «xp.
1
This coupon mutt accompany ordtr. This
I coupon not valid with any otha* ottor,
Offer good at time of developing one rent
>n
■
I
i2
BON |

Just add $1 to ma regular price and we I
wiH give you a second set of color pnnuf I
Offer good at the time ol developing on I
standard 3 5" size prims from no. Disc,
126. or 35 mm (C-41 process). 12,15.241
& 36 exposure rolls. This offer not valid |
with
witn any other
otner offer.
offer Limit one ro*
roll per
coupon.
E
Exp3/2/B2
Up 3/2/92 ^^^
BON

Now Available Black and White Rush
Service (3 Hour Turn Around)
520 E. Reed

Intramurals need money

By doing so, he will ignore the
difficult task of trying to do
something positive about the ills
of society. As a society, we can
follow his advice and agitate for
More than 300 students are
more executions, keeping our
eyes firmly shut to reality. employed by Intramurals annuGranted, his "solution" sounds ally. Nearly 52 percent of our aleasier. But it won't help. It is part lotted $63,500 budget is returned
of the problem and would only to the students in the form of
make things worse. Walters' wages. The remainder is spent
view is irresponsible and a cop- for program operations, clerical
salary and benefits.
out.
Several other MAC schools
have smaller programs but bigRoger H. Hall
ger budgets than Bowling Green.
Graduate Fellow
Ball State, for example, employs
History Department

SBLCIE RIBBON

Ohio...
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Your Assurrance of Quality
EEBLCIE RIBBON PHOTOS
157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)
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BG News is now offering...
Birthday Display Advertisements
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY?????

BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards H
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5

UPWARD BOUND

BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONL Y $10 per ad!!
Send your friend(s) a BIKTHDA Y WISH in style!
Place an order NOW!!!!!!!

Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BG News office at 214 Wes.1 Hall

Campus
The BG News
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USG Election '92

USG candidates state intentions
Junior, political science.
Undergraduate Student
Government consists of an asGoal for USG:
sembly of senators and a cabinet.
"I want to maintain a progHowever, each senator has his or ressive and effective USG, and
her own background and ideas of expand its role on campus to
what they want to contribute to benefit the students of the UniUSG. Here's a look at the senate versity."
candidates running in the USG
Name:
election which will be March 3-4.
Chris Cape.
Hometown:
Name:
Powell, Ohio.
Christen Barnaby.
Hometown:
Class, major
Lebanon, Ohio.
Junior, international business.
Class, major
Coal for USG:
Sophomore, criminal justice.
"I want to open the line of
Goal for USG:
communication between USG
"I want to fairly represent the and the students. I'd also like
students. I plan on informing USG to concentrate on issues
students through my sorority and that directly affect students."
affluent organizations."
Name:
Briana Creech.
Hometown:
Name:
West Carrol It on, Ohio.
Matthew Bellin.
Class, major
Hometown:
Freshman, education.
Cortland, Ohio.
Goal for USG:
Class, major
"I would like to help the USG
Sophomore, business/finance.
Senate make decisions that
Goal for USG:
"I would like to get the off- would benefit this campus and its
campus students more involved students."
with on-campus activities. These
Name:
students too often come to camDavid Harold.
pus only for classes."
Hometown:
Perrysburg, Ohio.
Name:
Class, major
Michael Brennan.
Sophomore, history.
Hometown:
Goal for USG:
Jefferson, Ohio.
"I want to help the individual
Class, major

student. I want to enact programs to help growth on campus."
Name:
Michael Haynes.
Hometown:
Columbus, Ohio.
Class, major.

Freshman, chemistry.
Goal for USG:
'To move the University forward as much as we have done in
the last year. My goal includes
better safety and parking and
stopping student apathy."
Name:
Amanda Herriott.
Hometown:
Wakeman, Ohio.
Class, major

Freshman, biology/political
science.
Goal for USG:
"I want to involve as many
people as possible in USG. Students need to know that USG is
there for them and be involved in
USG processes."
Name:
Jack Ihle.
Hometown:
Youngstown, Ohio.
Class, major
Junior, political science.
Goal for USG:
"To have more equitable voting districts for City Council,

Bellefontaine, Ohio.
fairer alcohol laws, a shuttle to
Class, major
downtown on weekends and more
Sophomore, political sciUniversity cooperation for recyence/IPC.
cling."
Goal for USG:
Name:
"I want to Increase the responRobin Knuckles.
siveness of USG to the student
Hometown:
body. One way in which I hope to
Ontario, Ohio.
implement this is by heightening
Class, major
the visibility of the USG volJunior, liberal arts.
Goal for USG:
unteers program."
"My goal is to cover more
areas of student interest. I feel I
Name:
will be able to make my own subSam Melendez.
stantial contribution to USG by
Hometown:
listening to the student body."
Olmsted Falls, Ohio.
Class, major.
Sophomore, social studies eduName:
Michael A. Ledbetter.
cation.
Hometown:
Goal for USG:
Cincinnati, Ohio.
"I want USG to represent
Class, major.
every student on campus and to
Sophomore, IPC.
look out for the students and not
Goal for USG:
the administration."
"Since I am not familiar with
the current situation in USG, I
Name:
am not in a position to state a
Matthew Christopher Polter.
clear and reasonable goal."
Hometown:
Swanton, Ohio.
Name:
Class, major
Michael F. Martone.
Freshman, family and child
Hometown:
psychology.
Concord, Ohio.
Class, major

Junior, psychology.
Goal for USG:
"Progress."
Name:
Jennifer Mathe.
Hometown:

Goal for USG:

"To listen to the student body.
If I can make one change in this
University that makes a difference, I will have succeeded in my
purpose."

Name:
KirstenV. Rider.
Hometown:
Deshler, Ohio.
Class, major

Junior, IPC
Goal for USG:
"I want to expand recycling off
campus and improve It on campus. I also want to Improve relations between landlords and
students and continue the unity
in USG."
Name:
Jesse Squire.
Hometown:
Toledo, Ohio.
Class, major

Junior, mathematics education.
Goal for USG:

"I intend to fight for the economic and political rights and interests of all students at the University."
Name:
ToddJ.Wesseler.
Hometown:
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Class, major

Sophomore, film studies/political science.
Goal for USG:
'To support progressive ideas
in USG such as the bill to lessen
the underage drinking penalty. I
will also seek to work on the
campus parking and safety issue."

Theft
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Continued from page one.

The items stolen and their values
are not known at this time.
After the heist, the suspects
left the scene heading northbound on North Dixie Highway in
a stolen white van, which was believed to have been driven by a
fourth suspect waiting outside in
the vehicle.
Police units responded imme-

l

w

diately and attempted to pursue
the van but were unsuccessful.
Witnesses at a business located
on North Dixie Highway saw the
patrol cars going by and observed a group of black males,
who fit the description of the
theft suspects, in the store parking lot getting into two different
cars. They left the premises,
heading southbound, as soon as

4

them.
"We were both kind of watching these guys because we were
closed for business," said one of
the witnesses, who did not want
his name or the name of the business to be identified out of fear
of retaliation.
"Then we saw all of the [police
and sheriff] cars go speeding
by... and one of the guys [in the
lot] panicked and ran to the south

^•UIGGS WHIGHAM

IIICENTER FOR CHOICE

II

1»

Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 4.160-1
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589-6005

RESERVE

A

J\
T1

1
1

TROfVIBONE
«ocith
.Jeff Halsey, Chris Buzzelli, Wendell Jones,
Bob Br-jethaupt and the Black Swamp Big
Band, conducted by David IS/lelle

side of the [building] ... I was
thinking something's not right
here."

215 E. Poe Rd. Apartments
off-compus

1 bdrm's starting @ 2/5/mo
Efficiencies starting @ I 7j/mo
830 4»h Street (Willow House)
1 bdrm's starting @ Zrjj/mo

JTmming advisory

110 BMosleu
Holl
Meetings:
Tuesday and
Thursday
at 2:30 p.m.

CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

nr-nr-nnn

Management Inc.

OUO UOUU

io45 North Main Sirw • P.O. Boa 1167
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Thursday. Feb. E7 at Bpm
Kobacker- Hall - rv/loore Center, BGSU
Tickets; $"7 adults S $5 students
Call: ^13/372-8171
Sponsorad by thm Collmgm of ts/Jumicml Art«

352-0796
OFFICERS'

TRAINING

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

CORPS

SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$2.00 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Children

$1.00 Fare
For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

Ride Free Of Charge

with adult.
CnM muai nda n Chad Raw ami
. Saata proaaM.
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whaatchalr ACCM» ft Group Setting A.ilUWa
'TranaM ktentmcatton Cards Avaiabte At Grant* AdmW»trator» Offica By Appt. Only.
Tranaa

BMMM

Card Raqmrad"

Call 354-6203 For Mjre Information _ t
fl-j-jpajjaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

M
-R.no. Tax.- M

MCHAROMMOS

_

"* *roc* • '■'rat «

Let Driver Know
% •—»• *«*<»»•
How Many Persons V^T^ST-

Will Be Riding

0

APPOINTMENTS

PRIORITY!

On your list of things to do make sure to stop

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now (or all wsaki of Array ROTC
leadership training With pay. without ob&gatton
You 11 develop the discipline, confidence and
decisiveness It takes to succeed in any career
And you 11 qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studiee

ARMY ROTC
TWO YEAR PROGRAM
Til SMABTEST COLLEGE
C0OTSE TOO CAM TUX
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Jeff Ottndrn 372-2476
Room ISI Memorial Hall

in at

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164

Clough 4 Marcatr
Bowling Groan
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Our great
local DVs
can KISS
his...
Connell Barrett

In case you werent aware,
there was, in the midst of last
year's Gulf War, a covert, topsecret plan from the United
Stales Department of Brilliant
Military Ideas Conceived by
People with Brain Power Approximately Equivalent to that of
Powdered Sugar, a strategically
ingenius stroke in which several
thousand cassette tapes containing excerpts from certain Toledo-based radio stations were
dropped deep behind Iraqi lines.
Soldier #1 (speaking Iraqi or
Arabic or Romulan or whatever):
"Hey! It's a tape."
Soldier #2: "Put it in the Walkman, Doug."
Soldier #1: "Okee-doke!"
Tape: "Hey, HOW ya doin'?
You're listening to 92.S-KISS FM.
Comin'up next we've got another
60 consecutive non-stop, heavyrockin' minutes of Richard Marx
... AND his hair..."
(rifle blasts, suicidal moans)
And the rest, as they say, is history.
I do consider myself an openminded person. My musical
tastes have always leaned less
toward the Top-40, bubblegummy, dance-fever, prepubescent, artistically-retarded,
Clearasll-orlented music. But
something terrible has happened:
Northwest Ohio's budding
metropolitan hamlet known as
Toledo ("Home of the 1992 Summer Olympics") is nearly bereft
of "mainstream" pop, and I'm not
sure how to handle it.
There's still plenty to pick at,
of course. Just tune in to FM 104
at any particular time to hear one
of their raspy voiced personalities (slogan: "Our Deejays
Gargle with Ground Limestone")
pound away, playing AALLLLL
the hits: "Hey, you're listening to
me, Johnny T., the daddy-o of
radio, the ayatollah of rock 'n' rolla. spinnin' the stacks of wax on
the twin turntables of sound,
bringin' out the sound of the
GREATEST in classic rock BY
REQUEST! NOW, here's Ozzy
Osbourne's "No More Tears"
fourteen times in a row..."
If you're not up to the crazed,
insane antics of the Dawnbusters, you can always move your
radio dial down to the high 80s
and low 90s, where you'll find a
bevy of classical stations (two,
actually) whose names I shall refrain from revealing publicly
(because, what are you gonna do,
write down the call letters and
TUNE IN?). These men, speaking
with Mr. Rogers-like voice inflection, could, perhaps, take a
few lessons from the boys over at
WIOT: "HEY, we're COMIN"
ATCHA! This is down-town Stevie Brown, playing the fads and
pumping your nads! Coming up
next we got a little Puccini AND
a special Mantovani two- f er. And
now: Less talk, more Bach.
WPLO! TAKE YOUR RADIO
AND SHOVE IT UP YOUR..."
But the Toledo situations place
us - as red-blooded, hairychested men and women - in a
bit of a quandry. With the recent
metamorphasis of 93Q from
Top-40 to oldie format, and with
KISS-FM regressing further and
further into a soft-rock dreamland from the 70s and '80s, we
anti-establishment radio
listeners have no clue what to rebel against. In Toledo, there's an
undefined mainstream, and non- '
conformists are running out of
ways to not conform.
Are we headed toward a day
when dressing like Madonna will
be looked at as the progressive
fashion statement?
Will the absence of (dont call
me MC.) Hammer's music from
our corner of Ohio result in some
pseudo-ant (progressive backlash
(or something)?
Do you really think there are
any Iraqi soldiers named Doug?
Makes you think, huh?
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Groovemaster leads reggae tribute
Caribbean Association honors Bob Marley with annual concert
by Greg Watson
The BG News
Unity. Togetherness. One love.
These are the messages which
the University Caribbean Association will be conveying during
its 8th Annual Reggae Tribute to
Bob Marley, Feb. 29 in the
Northeast Commons at 8 p.m.
Performing at the tribute will
be local band Groovemaster and
special guest Tyehimba from
Toledo.
Errol Lam, who assisted in the
coordination of the tribute, said
the most important aspect of the
event is not listening to music
and partying, but understanding
the words of the songs and experiencing a unity with the others
who attend the tribute.
"There is a sense of joy and
togetherness [during the
events]" Lam said. "It is not just
the music, the spirit is fabulous."
According to Lam, reggae is
the most efficient of music genres when it comes to pulling people together.
He said some people who listen
to reggae or attend reggae concerts do not correctly grasp the
meaning of the words of the song
because they listen to the music,
but do not listen to the words of
the songs.
"The beat and the music are
what cause people to like reggae
- but they should not get past the
words," Lam said.
True reggae songs convey
messages about passiveness, political correctness and make
people more aware of oppression. Lam said.
Past Bob Marley reggae tributes have been among the most
unifying events Lam has ever observed, he added.
Lam said reggae music has also
affected him personally. While
he said he has always been a re-

'The message Is taken lor granted [by many people]. [We are] trying to get people to listen to
his words rather than Just going to a party."
—R. Errol Lam, asst. professor of information services
local reggae bands and because
of the annual Marley tributes.
Lam said Groovemaster which consists mainly of University students and graduates was picked to perform at this
year's tribute because of its
members' professional attitudes
and ability to convey the reggae
messages.
The group was formed in 1988,
Lam said, and after a few
changes, has remained consistent in personnel and performance level the last 18
months.
The group has become more
successful recently because of
better business- orientated thinking, consistent and disciplined
playing by group members, Lam
said.
"They are very good, because
they are not wild and are respec-

Photo/Kim Rcinboll

(first row) Damon Arterbridge, (second row) Don Morrow, Linda Gurney, Gaylord Richardson, (third
row) Mike Nemeu, and Bruce MacLaughlln known as Groovemaster will be performing at the Reggae Fest In the Northeast Commons this Saturday night.
laxed person, when he began
listening to reggae 12 years ago,
he became more relaxed and
worked with other people more
efficiently.
"I have learned to respect the
music," Lam said.
Many people have the wrong
impression about reggae music
and the people who play it. Lam
said.
Along with people who listen to
the music while ignoring the
words. Lam said there are people
who incorrectly think all reggae
band members smoke "gonga" (a

form of marijuana).
as the Committee to CommemorThere are also some people ate Bob Marley, but were much
who only attend reggae concerts smaller gatherings than they are
because they are under the im- now. Lam said.
pression they can get some of the
gonga by hanging around the
The first year for the Bob Marley Tributes was 1985; plus, the
band. Lam said.
Some people have come to past first time the tributes involved
Marley tributes drunk. Lam said, live music with a performance by
but he is trying to deter people Crucial DBC - which included
from doing so this year. No alco- present Groovemaster drummer
hol has been served at past Gaylord Richardson, Lam said.
events nor will any be served this
Lam said the response to regyear, he added.
gae music is better at the UniThe annual Marley tributes versity than most other college
began at the University in 1983 cities because of the quality of

ted more," Lam said. "It is a good
combiiation."
The group recently released a
compact disc, "Finding Our
Roots," Lam said.
Lam said this year's tribute
will have even more unity because of the assistance of Kappa
Alpha Psi, a black University
fraternity.
Also co-sponsoring the event is
B-Bop Records from Toledo.
The man who will be tributed
Saturday, Marley, was very unappreciated before and shortly
after his death, but his popularity
has grown - especially in recent
years. Lam said.
"The message is taken for
granted [by many people]," Lam
said. "[We are] trying to get people to listen to his words rather
than just going to a party."

The Highbrow Hotline
true). Denning is a senior art
therapy major who uses her
painting as a means to express
herself. She said most of her
pieces are metaphors for what
she's feeling at the time. One of
her paintings, for example, examines the various elements of
by Melissa Henry
Take your pick, any or (prefera- personal spirituality, including
bly) all - everything's free, and interpersonal relationships, family issues and a "global moving
your options are the following...
toward the future."
It's taken me about a month to
Then there's the senior BFA
figure this out, but I think I've finally found my niche on this
ART SHOWS: There are, as a exhibit at the McFall Gallery - it,
page. The problem is that my edi- matter of fact, three of these go- too, comes highly recommended.
tors pretty much said, "Hey, ing on right now. I've been to all I do suggest that you schedule
write whatever you want." No three, and was most definitely your visit so that you can take
direction whatsoever!!
your time; there's quite a bit of
impressed.
At any rate, my new selfFirst comes Heather Denning's exceptional work to look at. The
defined role is to report all of the exhibit at Grounds for Thought, judges voted Robert Kluz's work
wonderful, "highbrow" (that's entitled Metamorphosis. The the Best of Show, and although 1
how The Insider staff refers to first thing I noticed about it was myself would not have been able
us) things for you to do and see. the color: her strong shades, mix- to narrow it down like that, I can
And for some reason, perhaps the ing both warm and cool colors, tell you that he is an incredibly
change in the ozone, this is a light up the whole front part of talented watercolorist. There are
pretty busy time for the arts. the shop (it sounds hokey, but it's also some other people who did

'Culture' abounds
in Bowling Green

not win awards and whom I think
should be recognized. Among
these are John Nolan, Jennifer
Halleck and Wendy Wagener. I
found Nolan's work especially
exceptional, particularly a piece
entitled "Pride." Nolan declares
strong Christian influences and
motivation, but I think his work
could speak to everyone on at
least one other level. Fantastic a must-see.
Finally we have the Student
Design Exhibition, an opportunity for the graphic design majors
to show off their stuff. This exhibit is located in the Fine Arts Gallery and is just fascinating 1 more advertising here than you
could imagine! The advertising,
in fact, is what is most interesting about the show, as all the talent displayed involves a very
precise and creative art form.
The skilled placed the work at
one of the highest levels, and

special juror's awards were
received by Jeff Artz, Wendy
Blank, Lori Fournier, John Heinhold, Mark Shumaker, Christina
Vera-Williams and Margaret Williams.
CREATIVE WRITING: READING IN THE CHAPEL (That's
Prout Chapel) There's a reading
every week, and the ones prior to
this have shown how beneficial
and enjoyable they can be. This
week's readers are MFA students
Andy Held and Jeff McMillian.
The reading starts at 7:30 Friday
night. Attending would be a good
plan, as it's showing support for
one of the University's most
nationally-heralded programs.
Besides, it'll be fun.
BANDS CONCERT: The University Bands are performing
this Friday night in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Book reveals minority will to 'survive and succeed'
The following revlew-of-the-month is courtesy of
Campus Paperback Bestsellers:
The Habit of Surviving, by Kesho Yvonne Scott
"... [A] compelling patchwork of meaty interviews
with four successful black women and two young
black girls - all of it stitched together with Scott's

Top College Cuts
1. "Operation Spirit (The Tyranny...)"
-Live
2. "Star Sign" - Teenage Fanclub
3. "Jesus Built My Hotrod" - Ministry
4. "What's Good" - Lou Reed
5. "Mysterious Ways" - U2
6. "Girlfriend" - Matthew Sweet
7. "Hit" - Sugarcubes
8. "The Concept" - Teenage Fanclub
9. "Alive"-Pearl Jam
10. "Until The End Of The World" -U2
(Courtesy CUT)

(American Studies & Sociology/Grinnell) theories on
how black women form habits to succeed in the face
of the 'double whammy' of racism and sexism. ...
These gutsy, inner-directed women stand as inspiring
models to anyone." -Kirkus Review
"This intriguing book explores, through four

lengthy oral histories, the ways in which black women
survive and succeed - and how their very success
strategies may finally limit them.... The well-told biographies that are the centerpiece of this book illuminate these stages and offer dynamic insights into
the process of transcending while honoring the past."
(Courtesy Booklist)

Top Hction

Top New World Cuts

Top Nonf iction

1. The Road to Omaha, Robert Ludlum
2. Hideaway, Dean R. Koontz
3. Scarlett, Alexandra Ripley
4. Bygones, LaVyrle Spencer
5. Rising Sun, Michael Crichton
6. Line of Fire, W.E.B. Griffin
7. Needful Things, Stephen King
8. The Sum of All Fears, Tom Clancy
9. Fugitive Nights, Joseph Wambaugh
10. Vox, Nicholson Baker
(Courtesy Waldenbooks)

1. "One Love" - Bob Marley & The
Wallers
2. "Dance The Devil Away" - Outback
3. "Ska Bonanza: The Studio One
Ska"...various artists
4. "Mbaqanga"
Mahlathini/Mahotella Queens
5. "Should I" - Frankie Paul
6. "Kabu" - Aster Aweke
7. "Kindala" - Margareth Menezes
8. "Friends, Fiends & Fronds" - 3
Mustaphas3
9. "Captured Live" - Lucky Dube
10. "Ukrainians" - Ukrainians
(Courtesy CMJ)

1. Return to Love, Marianne Williamson
2. Revolution From Within, Gloria
Stelnem
3. More Wealth Without Risk, Charles
J. Givens
4. How to Satisfy a Woman Every
Time, Naura Hayden
5. Awaken the Giant, Anthony Robbins
6. Memories, Ralph Emery
7. The New Joy of Sex, Alex Comfort
8. Financial Self-Defense, Charles J.
Givens
9. Plausible Denial, Mark Lane
10. The Jordan Rules, Sam Smith
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)
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Professors debate Roe v. Wade New businesses
by Kirk Pavellch
The BC News

Two University professors argued the merits of the Roe v.
Wade decision and the constitutionality of the abortion issue
Tuesday in a debate sponsored
by the philosophy club.
The discussion centered on the
speakers' disagreement concerning which legislative branch
should have the final say in the
controversial matter.
Political science professor
Steven Ludd said we should look
to the Supreme Court, not the
state legislatures, to interpret
the Constitution and protect our
fundamental rights.

"The Constitution of the United
States and its Bill of Rights does
not have great specificity on
every issue of American life, nor
was it intended to have great
specificity regarding every possible consequence in American
life," Ludd said. "It's only logical
that a court of law that has the
power to review particular questions of law would have the ability to apply our Constitution."
Philosophy professor James
Child agreed the Supreme Court
should have the power of judicial
review but said he believes the
actual decision regarding the
abortion issue should fall to the
individual state legislatures.
"It's one thing to say the Supreme Court can interpret the

writing and apply the writing to
specific cases," Child said. "It's
quite another thing to say that
you can make up rights out of old
cloth."
Both professors agreed that
the Roe v. Wade decision is the
accepted law of the land, but disagreed on whether it should be.
The decision states women have
the right to an abortion up until
the end of the first trimester.
After that time, the Roe v.
Wade decision says "a state has
the constitutional right and
maybe obligation to be able to establish restriction that it believes
to be appropriate to protect the
potentiality of life." In other
words, abortions are at that time
illegal.

Ludd said he believes allowing
each individual state decide the
issue will produce SO completely
different decisions, something
which is definitely not needed in
an issue "that's going to take
America to the brink of a social
civil war."
"I don't know why Jim [Child]
and those who support Jim's position feel so comfortable giving
the decision to 51 percent of the
legislative assembly rather than
allowing us as individuals to
make this decision ourselves,"
Ludd said.
Child believes the issue is more
complex than that because of the
uncertain status of the fetus and
whether or not the fetus is a person.

Students to produce BG newscast
Daily ten-minute broadcasts will beaired on cable channel 24 next fall
by Chris Abbruzzese
The BC News
The idea of producing a daily
local newscast has been kicked
around for years at the University. This fall the idea will become
reality when University students
begin production of ten-minute
news broadcasts to be aired on
Wood Cable Channel 24.
"Starting off, we will try to
keep things simple and interesting," said Chris Hursh, one of
two executive producers of the
broadcasts. "We want to provide
a program that will be interesting to everyone."
The newscast, tentatively titled BG 24 News, will emphasize
community news but will also include national, state, sports, entertainment and weather segments.
The community has not had a

local newscast since the late
1970s when WBGU-TV Channel
27 produced a half-hour nightly
newscast.
"We used to produce a nightly
newscast but it became too costly
so we switched to a series of topical programs," WBGU-TV General Manager Pat Fitzgerald said.
The proposed student newscast, which will operate independently from WBGU-TV, will
be run on a bare-bones budget
with an estimated minimum
starting cost of $5,000. Filming
will take place in West Hall.
Channel 11 news of Toledo has
donated their old news set. Letters have been sent to other local
stations asking for equipment
donations.
The need for monetary assistance will be a large factor as to
whether the newscast will
flourish or falter.
"We will be going to major

+ American Red Cross
Please give blood.

L
^P

corporations locally to try to get
a grant credit (donation)," executive producer Bob Jones said. "In
exchange, we will produce an advertisment for the corporation."
"The program will not be able
to survive if the University and
community do not give their support," said Laurence J. Jankowski, associate journalism professor and one of two faculty advisers for the program.
The newscast will also provide
an opportunity for students to
gain valuable experience in the
television news and production
fields.
" We are certainly not in competition with the Toledo television news department," Jankowmiorinmc
i|U<tl lUllia

ski said. "What we hope to do is
to be able to have our students
get practical on-air experience
which will make them more marketable after graduation."
Bowling Green will be the second Ohio state university (joining
Ohio University) to produce a
student newscast.
All students interested in the
newscast are encouraged to become part of the new campus organization.
"There's something for everyone no matter what your major,"
Hursh said.
Interested students should
contact Bob Jones at 372-4154,
Chris Hursh at 372-3333, or the
Department of Journalism.

let BG students
fall from the sky

hv Julie
.lull* Hamilton
by
I BG News

/

University students may now be able to experience the thrill
of falling through the air with only a parachute restraining
them.
Professional skydlver Bernie Steinbaugh will be showing
videos and answering questions about skydiving tonight at the
Union's Ohio Suite from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Steinbaugh has just bought Bordner airport on Hodgman
Road, five miles southwest of Bowling Green, where he intends
to open two separate businesses to help people experience the
excitement of skydiving.
"Skydiving is very safe," Steinbaugh said. "People won't go up
until I'm sure they're ready."
Steinbaugh has thirty years of experience and over 1400
jumps to back up his safety claim.
The first business, which Steinbaugh owns himself, is The
Drop Zone. This venture specializes in tandem jumping, where a
person is hooked to Steinbaugh with four straps - two on the
shoulder and two on the waist. The actual jump takes place at
9500 feet. The fall takes about thirty seconds.
"When the door opens I think they're going to be scared but
they're not. It amazes me," Steinbaugh said, "Many times they
end up pulling me out the door (of the plane)."
Steinbaugh's other business, which he co-owns with Buster
Walenski. is Double Eagle Professional Parachute Training Incorporated. This business focuses on static line jumping. A static line will connect the skydiver to the plane so there is very
little danger involved. Five static jumps are required before a
skydiver is allowed to parachute to the ground by himself.
Steinbaugh is offering a payment plan to make skydiving
more affordable for students.

Summer & Fall
Fox Run
Haven House

Piedmont
Houses

A

10 gallon aquarium $8.00
20 gallon aquarium $20.00
▲ 5C gallon aquarium $39.00
Discounts on accessories and fish
feeder fish $1.00 a dozen
PEHHYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Ave.
(419) 874-6504
Only 15 minutes from Bowling Green
A

All rentals include full
use of Cherrywood Health Spa

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Office in Cherrywood Health Spa
8th & High
352-9378
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Spring means it's time for
squirrels to chase mates
by Christy Virgo
The BC News

Tht BC Newitfay Murdock

Animal attraction

Squirrels are furry and runny but not too friendly, especially when the only thing on their mind
Is...other squirrels. People aren't the only animals thinking of making love this spring, as the local
gray squirrel population works on their pickup moves.

SIOUX FALLS, S.D.- Sen. Bob
Kerrey won the South Dakota
primary Tuesday, boosting his
standing in the Democratic
presidential race. President
Bush, the unopposed Republican
winner, was buffeted by a protest
vote.
Kerrey's farm-state rival. Sen.
Tom Harkin, was running second
and looking ahead to the burst of
primaries in March. "I'm still in
this race," Harkin said as the
votes were being counted. "It's a
national campaign."
The Republican results had to
be sobering for the White House.
With 42 percent of the precincts
reporting. Bush had 69 percent of
the total and 31 percent chose
uncommitted. Conservative
Patrick Buchanan was not on the

ballot.
Kerrey was gaining 37 percent
of the Democratic vote in South
Dakota, compared to 30 percent
for Harkin and 19 percent for
Clinton. Paul Tsongas trailed
with 9 percent, and Jerry Brown
with 4 percent.
South Dakota extended a trend
of regional favoritism among the
Democrats, and of a strong challenge to Bush among the Republicans.
"I think it's just confirmation
of what we've been saying. The
president has been in a free fall
for months now and there's no
indication that he's leveling off,"
said outspoken conservative activist Richard Viguerie, a supporter of Buchanan.
With IS Democratic delegates
and 19 GOP delegates at stake,
South Dakota marked the end of
a preliminary round of single-

Continued from page one.

state contests. More than 1200
Democratic delegates are up for
grabs in a string of contests over
the next two weeks.
CNN projected a Kerrey victory based on exit polls, broadcasting the result with almost a
third of the polling places still
open.
Kerrey, a former Nebraska
governor and first-term senator,
campaigned as a Farm Belt
neighbor to South Dakota, pressing his call for national health insurance. The exit polls said the
health issue was popular with
voters, especially among the elderly.

ballots in their own district to
keep the financial impact of their
votes in their hometown.
Citizen George Lambrof complained independent voters were
left out of the original citizen's
committee, which was to be composed of four Democrats and
four Republicans. Lambrof also
raised legal questions concerning the problem.
"I don't find any place in the
city charter were mandatory redistricting is required," he said.
"I think we have many more important things to take care of at
this time."

BOWLING GREEN
Summer Cluster
Junel5-July31
Finishes language requirement.
Immersion in French life: Family living.
Cultural travel.
Over 25 years strong

GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:

In addition to seeds, squirrels eat fungi, fruits,
bark and handouts from humans.
"The squirrels on campus are pretty tame because they get handouts," Vessey said.

Redistrict

Kerrey, Bush win S.D. primary
by Karen Ball
The Associated Press

Spring means tossing Frisbees, playing hackey-sack and just grooving with nature.
It also means lounging beneath a favorite tree
and watching squirrels, a form of entertainment
that can provide an understanding of ecology
for those who know what to look for.
The squirrels on campus, known as gray
squirrels, may be seen chasing mates from now
until March, when their mating season ends.
What seems like a playful game of squirrel tag
to observers is actually a sexual chase.
According to biology professor Stephen Vessey, several males will chase a female in heat
into a hollow tree where one male will mate with
her.
"They are very private - you will never see
them copulate in the open," Vessey said.
The young will venture from the security of
their nest, in a group of three to five, during the
second week of April.
In April, watch for several squirrels twothirds the size of adults, grouped closely
together and playfully chasing each other, Vessey said.

The squirrel chase is not only an act of play
and reproduction, but also of protection.
Squirrels protect their home range of about
two acres from outside males that venture too
far into their territory.
"It will threaten outsiders by chattering and
jerking its tail up above its head," in addition to
chasing them, Vessey said.
The sight of squirrels dashing about campus
during winter days is odd for two reasons, according to Vessey.
Most mammals do their dashing at night while
squirrels are diurnal, and many mammals hibernate.
"Squirrels don't hibernate, so they must eat
every day during the winter," Vessey said.
They bury nuts for the winter months one at a
time in small holes during the fall, when the nuts
fall from trees.
Researchers have not proven that squirrels
actually remember where they bury their nuts.
"Evidence does not suggest they remember
where they bury nuts, since they smell the
ground before digging one up," Vessey said.

Throughout the course of the
meeting many possible solutions
were discussed including a citizen's advisory board which was
favored by Ziance.
"My opinion is that citizen involvement is important and
either a citizen's committee or an
advisory board is appropriate,"
he said.
The participants of the meeting wavered back and forth between the advisory board con-

cept, a citizen's committee and
the option the committee finally
decided to exercise.
Former council member Bill
Herald spoke in favor of a citizen's committee that would involve students and take some of
the burden off of the Government and Personnel Committee.
"It is a benefit to involve students," he said.

f
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Wednesday Special
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
$4.25
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.
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Come find out more about it!

Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the
following locations:
* E. Merry Ave. Apts.

Wednesday, February 26, 7:30pm
French House

BGSU Theatre Presents:

* Field Manor Apts.

BGSU HITS THE BEACH
USG

by
Peter Shaffer

* Frazee Avenue Apts.
We also have a Good Selection of
. houses and other apartments
available.
Call for more information at 352-0717

Eva Marie St. Theatre
University Hall

Design a t-shirt for Spring Break
1st Prize $100
10 best designs win a free shirt!

Designs due March 1 st • 405 Student Services
Care of Sfudent Welfare
. , ,

224 E. Wooster.
Snrini! Break

AMADEUS

Feb. 27-29 8:00 p.m.
March 1
2:00 p.m.
March 5-7 8:00p.m.
Call the Box Office right away to reserve your tickets:
372-2719, Monday-Friday 10am-2pm, 4-7pm

Snrinfl
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skirls with a professional

takes you to

PANAMA CITY BEACH
SPACES STILL AVAILABLE
•Rooms on the beach

orr

"Exclusive discounts on clubs.shopping,

w&ampm

restaurants, snorkling, jetskiing, and more!

'Only University sponsored trip
*$230 for hotel and transportation
*Sign-ups are going on now in UAO office
Spring Hrc.ik

Spring liro.ik

Spring Hrc.ik

Make Your Search Easy with Newlovc Rentals:
Special Benefits:
* Initially - partial security deposit
* No parental guarantee
* Professional management
* Free maid service at many locations
* Full time maintenance service
Check out these apartments:
228 S. College
507 East Merry
801 Fifth St.
725 Ninth St.
309 High St.
114 1/2 S. Main
843 Sixth St.
709 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
117 1/2 N. Main
525 East Merry
520 Reed St.
824 Sixth St.
Slop by our only office at 328 S. Main and pick up
our weekly updated rental brochure and aummer brochure

'Hotel is the Miracle Mile Resort

Spring lircjk

maiiaiiriiiriil Irani!

Spring Break

Spring Hri'.ik

NEWIPVE
Kuil.il->
352-5620
328 S. Main
Our Only
Office
( luck wiili our prvM'tii
i-i-iili'iii*. in -re w li.ii I :-
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Michigan clips Falcon icers, 2-1
by Randy Setter
sports writer

About 2,970 Falcon-faithful
took a night off studying and
showed up to celebrate the Ice
Arena's 25th anniversary, but it
was Michigan which blew out the
candles.
Michigan, number one in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association and the number two team
in the nation (as ranked by the
Albany Times Union College
Hockey Poll), solidified its lead
with a hard-fought, tightchecking 2-1 victory. Michigan's
Brian Wiseman scored the third
period's only goal and the gamewinner off defenseman Patrick
Neaton's initial shot. Freshman
goaltender Will Clarke dropped
and stopped the shot, but Wiseman deposited the puck over his
outstretched glove at the 13:12
mark.

The goal marked Wiseman's
21st goal and 56th point for the
Wolverines. CCHA leading
scorer Denny Felsner picked up
the assist, his 74th point and 43rd
assist.
Earlier in the third, the Falcons
thought they scored as left
winger Sean Pronger fired a shot
on net. Sticks were raised, the
fans were cheering, but the red
light never went on.
Referee Perry Petterle skated
over and waved off the goal.
Wolverine goaltender Steve
Shields apparently had the puck
trapped near the goal line while a
whistle had blown.
Brett liar kins scored the first
goal of the game at 11:12 of the
first period. Standing wide open
in front of the net, he one-timed a
Martin Jiranek pass from the
corner past Shields for a power
play goal. Peter Holmes picked
up the assist.

The goal was Harkins eighth of
the season, raising his point total
to 46. Jiranek's assist raised his
season total to SI and Holmes
picked up point number 57.
BG picked up a penalty for too
many men on the ice late in the
first period to set up Michigan's
power play that led to its first
goal.
David Oliver redirected David
Roberts' blast from the point past
Clarke, who was screened by Oliver. The goal was scored at the
16:59 mark of the first period.
UM went one-for-four on the
power play.
"We played a tight checking
game and had good goaltending,
but we didn't bury our goal
chances," York said. "We can't
compete with them in total wins,
but we can compete with them on
the Ice."

Wyche wants Bengals to pay up
J»y Murdock/Tkc BG Ncwi

Make a lasting
impression
At Kinko's, you'll find everything you need to make
your next presentation a memorable one. And that's
important... because you may only get one chance to
make a lasting impression.
I Quality copies and
finishing services
ft Full color overheads
and handouts
ft Professionally
bound manuals

Falcon center Martin Jiranek tallied an assist on BG's only goal
Tuesday night at the Ice Arena.
The game was played to -honor
the arena's 25th anniversary.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Sam Wyche is asking NFL commissioner
Paul Tagliabue to determine
whether the Cincinnati Bengals
owe Wyche about $1 million for
two years that remained on his
coaching contract with the Bengals.
The Bengals say they owe Wyche nothing because he resigned
as coach But Wyche says the

For % see why
hotkey dentistry
is a very smart
career diohe.

FREE full
color transparency

kinkes

procedures. Bui don't take our word for it! Take a short trip to BGSU Ice Arena
on Monday. March 16. at 7:30 pm to see the Columbus Chill lake on the Erie
Panthers. Advance tickets are available at the Ice Arena and Memorial Hall box
offices. And ihe price - only S5 with a valid college ID- is guaranteed lo make
you smile.

the copy center

cm

Tanning 354-7457

354-4589 Hair Salon

Hours: M-F 9-7
Sat. 9-5
opening soon on Sunday

Hours M-F 9-7
Sat. 9-5
Sunday by appointment

3 booths
(44 bulbs) UVA-UVB
Bed with Facial Tanning
$2.50 per session
or
$2.00 per session
(Hours 9-11am)
Featuring: Panama Jack,
Gotcha, Bad boy,
California, Surtwave,
Sandals, Suntan lotions,
Roller blades, Shark
skateboards, beach
towels, and MORE.

Located
in the
University
Union

but professional hockey promises a steady stream of lucrative orthodontic

hrmtrtmhrmttmi, ttH372-2lU

SPRING
TANNING
SPECIAL

Wyche has publicly cricitized
Tagliabue as "Paul Tagllafine."
The commissioner gave Wyche
the largest coach's fine in NFL
history during the 1990 season
when Wyche barred a female reporter from the Cincinnati locker
room and challenged the NFL's
open locker-room policy.

Sure a family dental practice in Appalachia might be more spiritually rewarding,

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive one
FREE 81/2 x 11" full color overhead transparency. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through
June 15,1992.

115 Railroad Street
(Behind Myles)

"We filed with the league this
morning," Wyche said Monday.
"I had hoped something would be
done by now. But it's obvious the
team's strategy is to delay as
long as possible. It's been two
months now."
NFL spokesman Pete Abitante
said Tuesday the commissioner
has received Wyche's filing. Tagliabue has no timetable for ruling
on it, Abitante said.
Lawyers for Wyche and the
Bengals have been negotiating
the issue. If the lawyers are un-

able to reach an agreement, NFL
policy stipulates that the next
step is for Tagliabue to act as an
arbiter.
Wyche says he turned down an
offer from the team. He said he
would bring into the commissioner's office Bengals players
and fans, to prove that Wyche
earned his 1991 salary.
"I never gave up trying to get
things turned around here," said
Wyche, who led Cincinnati to its
worst season in club history at
3-13 last year.

372-6945

ft Custom tabs

Open 24 hours
354-3977

team fired him when he met with
general manager Mike Brown on
Dec. 24.
The meeting also included assistant general manager Pete
Brown, and corporate secretary
Katie Brown, the daughter of
Mike Brown. Mike Brown has
declined comment on the dispute.

HEAT
^E3^ Tanning • Surf Shop *£$
139 W. Wooster B.G. Across from GTE
Tropical Heat Styling & Nail Salon
Opens March 2,1992
Excellent Prices for Services
Were taking it all off
25% off all women's bathing suits
40% off clothing clearance sale
25% off listed price on roller blades
and skateboards
f ~GRAND"0PENING"sPECiAL^

I
Hair Salon
1
Receive 10% off with ad
I
I not valid with any other discountsi
j
vCoupon_Expires_ 3^28^92

GRAND
OPENING
Open under new
management
Free computer hair
analysis. Drawings for
free services or 10%- 30%
discounts. Need not be
present to win.
HAIRCUTS $7.99
PERMS $19.99
HAIR COLOR $15.50

Open Monday - Friday
4 to 11p.m.
Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00p.m.
for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00p.m.
for 95+ plan holders

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•«■■■■■■■■
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RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992
COLUMBIA COURT APTS.
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.

.Call us for our
FEBRUARY
SPECIAL
Four Man Rate

SCULPTURED NAILS
$25.00 (full set)

CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.
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Falcon men's hoops
have unfinished business
by Glen Lubkirt
assistant sports editor
The men's basketball team will
hope to seek retribution when it
hosts Mid-American Conference
co-leading Ball State tonight at
8:05.
Falcon fans can still taste the
bitterness left from BG'a first
encounter with the Cardinals that
took both teams on a triple overtime roller coaster ride sending
the Falcons home breathless with
a 91-88 loss.
"I think that was one of the
biggest games of the year that we
should have won," freshman
forward Shane Kline-Ruminski
said. "We should have won a lot
of games, but the Ball State game
is different. That's what's separating us now from third place.
Playing at home, we know we can
win."
Coach Jim Larranaga knows
how Important this game is to his
players. After the team's loss to
BSU, Larranaga said his "players

put their hearts and souls into
winning this one. The only tough
part is that we have to swallow
the loss."
"I know the guys were all stung
by that (loss) and I'm sure well
all look forward to getting another shot at them," Larranaga
said. The Cardinals have won 11
of their last 13 including a 75-55
decision over Central Michigan,
Saturday. However, BSU has
four road losses on the year.
The Falcons have won seven
straight home games, shooting 51
percent (173-of-340) from the
floor while holding their opponents to 57.7 points. The Cardinals are yielding an average of
58.8 points per game while scoring 71.4. BSU is 45 percent from
the field but relies on the best defense in the MAC which has limited the its opponents to just 41
percent shooting.
"It's going to be a hard fought
physical game," Kline-Ruminski
said. "There was a lot of fouls at
their place and there's going to
be a lot of fouls here. We're just

going to have to play physical."
The Cardinals enter the game
with a 9-3 conference record are
the only team to have reached 20
wins this season while only losing
five overall.
With only four games left in
the season, the Falcons could
have one eye on the MAC tournament. However, both the
players and coaches know how
Important it is for them to take
one game at a time.
"The danger in sports is to look
ahead," Larranaga said."What
you have to do is focus one game
at a time and actually one day at
a time. You have to practice and
prepare for each opponent. All
we're going to do right now is
concern ourselves with Ball
State."

Bring A Smile With
Shoebox Greetings
, t,tm w.»w..,,,1
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CHARLESTOWN ARTS.
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MID AM MANOR

Falcon center Jason Crump
works hard against Toledo's Fernando Rlgnetto during the last
BG-UT game. Bowling Green will
need a big effort tonight when
Ball State, the MAC co-leaders,
come to town. The last game
against the Cardinals was
heartbreaker for BG, a tripleovertime loss In Muncle, Ind.
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'NOW RENTING'

Insae Few you' otrthda* I thought
I'dir«aiyouIOain.e lobster iai«

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning

JAKE THE KEYS.
CALL A CAB.
TAKE A STAND

SHOE BOX GREETINGS
(A

r.r,r unit di"'-*ion .f Holi-ori.}

Come In and see our line of
Shoebox Greetings cards
— they're a big laugh In a
litUe envelope.
You can And 'em here.

Pills 'N Packages

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

■inriririnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnt

Family Pharmacy
111 Railroad St.,
Bowling Green, OH
352-1693

Contact Your
Local Chapter.

Looking for ideas for a terrific Spring Break?
Don't miss. . .

The BG News
Spring Break/Travel Guide
Wednesday, March 4, 1992
Look for it at all regular distribution points

I

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
SPRING 1992 OFFICERS
Grand
Grand
Grand
Grand
Grand

Master
Procurator
Master of Ceremonies
Scribe
Treasurer

John Starcher
Eric Giesecke
Brian Hogan
Steve Gagliardi
Brian Harootyan
John Cheslock
Ryan Griffith
Dave Errington
Todd Panella, Ken Gottschalk
Hans Leichtamer
Brian Bottger, Ken Gottschalk
Dave Lex, Jason Hyde
O
n^ Ct-«fcllr-\r
BOD
Metier
Chris Beres
Jeff Trainer
Tony Cunni ngham
Brian Bottge T
Curt Conrad , Jeff Trainer
Jeff Trainer
Brian Hogai i

Assistant Treasurer
Alumni Chairman
Communications Chairman
Guards
Historian
House Managers
IFC Reps.
community service \_n.
Pledge Educator
Rush Cairman (611 92)
Scholarship Chairman
Public Relations
Social Chairman
Kitchen Steward
Parent's Day
_j

New Initiates
Chad Schwaberow
Matt Hostasa
N^»
Dave KiMean
—
Brian Chambers
Dave Chi Ids
Steve Martin

Mark Mars! lalek -V
Jon Albarel Hi
iohn Baer
Todd Worn lington
Matt Terry

1992 Spring Pledge Class
Chris Pantoja
Mitch Hartley
Roy Oberhaus
Sean Hickman
Dave Hoover

Greg Ballard
Matt Humble
Scott Kelly
Steve McLaughlin
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Mike Root scored BG's first ever
goal In the Inaugural varsity
game played at the Ice Arena
Nov. 14,1969. Root finished with
a hat trick in an 8-2 win over
Windsor.

One of BG's top alums, Ken Morrow was an All-American, Olympic gold-medalist, and Stanley
Cup champion with the New York
Islanders.

ICE ARENAContinued from page one.
cation Recreation department
and also a member of the University's athletic board.
"One day, I had two students
Invite me to lunch," Cooper said.
"I knew they wanted something.
Why else would they invite an
athletic boardmember to lunch?
It was there they told me they
wanted funding to put together a
University hockey team."
"I almost died," he said. "I
thought, who would play hockey
and where would they play it?"
The students convinced the reluctant Cooper and the athletic
board went ahead and allocated
$900 to start club hockey, never
imagining the great tradition
they had started.
Without an ice arena, the 1963
club players drove to Toledo to
play their 'home' games.
But within a couple years. Cooper and former University
President William Jerome, who
had an interest in hockey and ice
skating, decided to push for an
arena. The new facility would not
be built only to serve the hockey
team, but to serve the exercise
needs of all women and men.
* "I carried the ball (on the
project). I defended it, argued it,
and made sure it got built," Cooper said.

Can you guess what these late 1960s leers put first on their Christmas lists?
The idea of building an ice
arena originated during the early
19S0's when Cooper was appointed as a committee head to prioritize the building of new facilities.
The ice arena made the list, but
building a stadium and running
track took top priority.
Jerome dropped the ceremonial
first puck to initiate the arena.
Former athletic director Doyt
Perry, arena manager Howie
Starr, and Sam Cooper were also
on hand. Tickets for the event
cost 25 cents for students with
ID's, and SO cents for general
admission. The BG News prepared Falcon icer fans for the
new sport by running features on
the rules and different aspects of
the game.
Cooper remembers the

"Opposing players and coaches
even tell me its a great place for
college hockey," York said.
"There are bigger buildings,
more aesthetic buildings, but our
fans make our building what It
is," he said. "The crowd is an enthusiastic type who are lively and
like to have fun at the games, but
are also knowledgable fans who
understand hockey." Jordan said
the Ice Arena has served as more
than just a hockey rink throughThe Ice Arena pictured before the 1,600 seat addition completed In out the years.
A studio ice patch (80'x40') for
1989.
figure skating, a four-lane curling rink (150'x57'), and a meeting
speeches and festivities of open- together.
ing night, but he especially reThat little boy grew up to be- lounge with accommodations for
calls speaking to a little, nine come Olympic multi-gold medal- ISO guests make the Ice Arena a
multi-purpose facility, Jordan
year-old boy. A special friend- ist skater Scott Hamilton.
Since then, skaters of all tal- said.
ship developed between the boy
"I will stack our facility up
and Cooper, SS at the time, as ents have enjoyed the friendly
they learned how to skate confines of the Ice Arena.
against any other in the country.

Our building today looks as clean
and new as it did 25 years ago
and that is a direct reflection on
Tom Wallace (supervisor of the
facility)," Jordan said.
In 1988, the University Board
of Trustees approved an addition
to the arena which added 1,600
seats to the building's north end
giving it a horseshoe configuration.
The additional seats made the
arena the llth-largest among collegiate teams in the four major
conferences and fourth-largest
in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
During the 1989-90 season
79,636 fans packed the Ice Arena,
setting a new attendance record.
The hockey team attracted 13
crowds larger than the preexpansion record.
The team has only had three
different coaches since becoming a varsity sport, testimony to
the program's stability.
With a first class facility and a
stellar tradition, coaches Jack
Vivian, Glen Mason and York
have been able to recruit 17
players who went on to play in
the National Hockey League.
Here's to the next 25 years.

The Apple Computer Loan.
Now, you can't afford not to own a Macintosh computer.
Yes, forlorn students. Now with The Apple*
Computer Loan, you can get any Macintosh
computer you want: Classic' LC, Ilsi... even the
Ilfx. And you can finance the rest of your dream,
too. Printers, monitors, CD-ROM drives, scanners
... even software. All for a monthly payment that
won't even put a big dent in your pizza budget.

The Apple Computer Loan is available to eligible
students, parents borrowing on behalf of eligible
students, faculty and staff. If you're a student
or parent borrowing on behalf of an eligible
student, The Apple Computer Loan lets you take
up to eight years to pay in full. You may even

«

choose to pay interest only while you're still in
school, deferring the payment of principal until
after graduation. Go see your Authorized Apple
Campus Reseller right away for more details and
our simple, one-page application form.

For information on Macintosh
educational discounts,
stop by 142 Shatzell hall
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Women hosting Ball State Tribe searching for stopper
by Steve Seasly
sports writer

head into the tournament on a strong note. It is
important for us to play well."
The Falcons will rely on experienced pivot
play from its interior players to outmuscle
BSU's youthful squad, consisting of 10 players
of sophomore or freshman status. Another factor prominent in tonight's matchup Is Ball
State's inability to win on the road. BSU is 1-10
away from Muncie this year.
The Falcons, coming off a loss to leagueleading Toledo (87-83) on Wednesday before
thrashing host Kent State on Saturday (91-83),
are ranked 34th in the nation in the latest Associated Press poll, and tied for 31st in the country
by USA Today.
Falcon forward Andrea Nordmann is tied for
seventh in the league in scoring (14.7), tied for
eighth in rebounding (7.7), and fifth in field goal
percentage (52.7 percent). Guards Susie Cassell
and Cathy Koch rank among the elite in assists.
Cassell is second (6.0) and Koch is fifth (4.8).
Sophomore Lori Albers is 13th in scoring (13.4)
while forward Judit Lendvay is 15th (13.3).

The women's basketball team begins its
stretch run for the Mid-American Conference
Tournament Wednesday at Anderson Arena
against Ball State at 5:45 p.m.
The Falcons, 19-4 and 10-2 in
the league, defeated the Cardinals (4-18, 2-10) earlier this
year, 86-61. Ball State remained competitive with BG
for the initial 10 minutes of the
first half, before falling to
BG's depth and experience.
However, the Cardinals are
coming off two victories in the
last three games, including an
Koch
upset of Central Michigan on
Saturday.
"We want to play hard and aggressive," said
BG coach Jaci Clark. "Ball State is coming off a
big win and they will be ready for us. We want to

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The
question on Cleveland Indians
manager Mike Hargrove's mind
isnt whether the Indians need a
closer, it's who.
Hargrove is sifting through a
list of about a half-dozen prospective pitchers at Cleveland's
spring training, hoping to find
someone who can come in late in
a game and preserve a chance for
victory.
Doug Jones had been the Indians' late-innings reliever, but
got untracked early last year and
never seemed to recover. He
wasn't offered a contract with
the Indians this year and is in
Houston now.
The leading candidate right
now is Steve Olin, who was 3-6
last year, with an ERA of 3.36 and
17 saves, Hargrove said. Other
potential closers are:
Shawn Hillegas, 3-4 last year
with a 4.34 ERA and seven saves;

Kevin Wlckander, who was 2-2
last year with an ERA of 3.5 and
two saves at the Indians' AAA
Colorado Springs and AA CantonAkron teams;
Mike Christopher, 7-2 with a
2.44 ERA and 16 saves at AAA
Albuquerque;
Jerry DiPoto, 6-11 and an ERA
of 3.81 at Canton-Akron; and
Mike Thomas, 8-3 with an ERA
of 3.03 and 20 saves at the Class
A Columbia and Sumter farm
teams. Hargrove calls Olin
the leading candidate, the righthander has had trouble with lefthanded batters. Lefties hit .330
against Olin last year.
"Steve has to throw strikes
consistently," Hargrove said.
"He has to believe in himself.
And he's got to pitch to lefthanders effectively before he
can be stamped a closer."
Rookie pitching coach Rick
Adair says Olln's pitch selection

may be part of the problem.
"We want to build the bullpen
around Steve Olin," Adair said.
"But he's got to work his slider
inside against left-handers, not
his fastball. And he's got to get
people out early In the count. We
don't want him pitching to people
deep in the count."
Olin says he thinks he can handle the assignment.
"I know I can do the job," he
said. "I gained a lot of confidence
last year after I came back up
from Triple-A."
And while managers sent
every left-handed hitter they had
to the plate last year when Olin
was pitching, Olin says, "It will
always be that way."
"At the end of last year, all I
faced were left-handers. I know I
struggled some, but I think I
pitched pretty well," he said.
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WHEELING FOR WOOD LANE
lakes place al our Union Oval lor 24 hrs I
Marchn-12

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Ski Club Mating
Wod.Feb 26lhmli2BA
Aspen deposits are tn.
Last chance lor an awesome tnp to
Holiday Valley. NYI
$130 lor lodging, lifts S all mealsl
Jual Ski 111

LIVE AT EASY STREET CAFE
OOOGIRIOUT
Wad.. Fab 26.
Show starts al 10pm
Acoustic Rock from Cleveland

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Help trie homeless.
Come D Reachout - Wed. 9pm. 107 Hanna
Guest Speaker
New members welcome'

WANTS YOU!

HEYI ALL SKIERS
Want to go to Holiday Valley. NY lor a killer
weekend? Only $130 includes bed. lilt rjekt.
meals, etc. Ski Club - 352-HEAP

Be a leader in this diverse programming board!
13 director positions to choose from!
GREAT EXPERIENCE Applications available
Now in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union.
Applications due March 5 at 5:00pm.

HEY'SPANISH CLUB'
Anyone who wants to practice Spanish is welcome at conversation hour on Wed. 8-10pm at
MT Muggs Everyone is welcome! Members:
dues are due. Ven para divemnel

Time management skills, fun, leadership, and
new friends can be yours if you ONLY APPLY!

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

TWO PAIR OF REGULAR PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES AT
ONE LOW PRICE... A GREAT START FOR 1992!
SINGLE VISION

STANDARD BIFOCALS

SQO88

$10088

I
I

BOB MARLEY Reggae Tribute with
Groovemasier and Tyhimba is on
SAT FEB. 29.6pm, NE Commons, Sponsored
by Caribbean Aasoc.. ECAP. GSS, PSO. KAY,
and B BOP Records. (Don't give up the light)

BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT
CONCERT AND UNIVERSITY BANDS
FRI.. FEB. 28.1992 -3:00pm
JAY C. JACKSONTOM DEAN, CONDUC
TORS
KOBACKERHALL
ADMISSION: FREE

RIDES

What better way to »nd a nde home/io tee
(fiends or go where everf Advertise in the
RIDES secoon and reach 11,200 possibiliDes"

POOL TOURNRMCNT
10:00 P.M.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Into, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth,
Towns vile. Sydney, and Mefcioume. Programs
start at $3520. CaH 1 800478-3696

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

I3LITZCN
Wed - Sot
Feb. 26 - 29
18-20 Welcome
82.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
81.00 cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. til 2:30 a.m.

1-800-332-AIDS
HelpoA over the

m^m M ion I0TH PAIRS I

SOME SPECIALIZED EUFOCALS A TBIfOCALS ABE SUGH11V UOttf /tllll-92

BOWLING GREEN LOCATION ONLY. OFFERS EXPIRE 2-29-92.

I-1

Are you in a rut? Worried about the Future?
Come to the SOLD WORKSHOP on Wednes
day.
March 4 from 6-7 pm in the Alumni Room ol
the Union. Our lop* is "Visualization &
Motivation... Planning Success lor your
life". For reservations call the Student
Activities Office at 372-2843

• EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST
• EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS AT YOUR SERVICE
•EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERATELY

> Burlington Optical
BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. WOOSTER • GREENWOOD CENTER

«575T - ©SKXSSG IP
T'3 *jle*r Con m shaio'

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

352-2533

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

■ST«©*«oi\»stcnuv(iiii«siori"iio«*ilHvr"oixoi«OMO'(xso«spici«*s »mni

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE

over 500 units with SUPER locations

OUR OFFICE POLICY

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DONT EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

:

Con l. on page 12

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day •
BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT
'MARCH WINDS"
THE SYMPHONIC BAND
SUN , MARCH 1.1992-3:00pm
MARK S KELLY, CONDUCTOR
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF
ROSSINI. BENSON. MAHR.
ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT.
AND SELECTED MARCHES
KOBACKERHALL
ADMISSION: FREE

W€DN€SDfW

WITH THIS COUPON!

BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB
Meeting
Come hear
Cralg Plechura
Senior Vice President
WB Doner 1 Company
February 26.1992
730 pm McFall Assembly Room
All majors and new members welcome

HAP
Homeless Awareness Project
Information meeting in 107 Hanna on
Wednesday the 26Di ol February at 8:30pm
Come see what we are aU about'

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 9.
1992 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1, 1992 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONE 372-2851. IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE OR HEAD MEASUREMENT

EW YEAR!

Nominations for Student Leader ol the Year &
Advisor of the Year are due on Wed February
26,1992 in Die Student Activities A Orientation
OHice. II someone in your organization is worthy ol such an award. Till out your nomination
today. Forms are available in room 405 Student Services.

JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
Now available m 302 s 319 West Hall
Deadline: March 2

Golden Key General Mealing
9:00 p.m. March 1, BA 100
Check H cull

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
AND HONORS PROGRAM
10th Annual Tuition Halite
GRAND PRIZE $1000
3 ($50) Book Scholarships
Any current BGSU student is eligible
ticket: $i .00each or 6 for $5 00
Available Irom HSA / HP Members.
the Honors Olice. Math - Science Bldg
Feb. 24-28

FOR THE

%^ M rot IOTH PAIRS

Attention Organizations. Advisors &
Student Leaders

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk. N. oi Po»

■" .

354-6166
Dr. K. Morklond D.C. • Dr. A. Edge D.C.

J

■ niiiiiiii.
■••■■■■■
■••! ^L

mi" "tiimiimiiiiiiii'
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PERSONALS
Attention: Sludsnt Teachers
Teaching Fall Quarter?
Required T8 Skin Tests
Available at Student Health Service
COSt S6 00
Wed Fee 27th 5 00 -700pm
•ALPHA SKIM A PMC
Athlete of the Week Bowling ft Hockey Team
Brother of the Week. John Homsby
Officer of the Week Jon Over
Pledge of (he Week: Scon Sprague
'ALPHA SIGMA PHI"

PI Phi ■ Shelly Yingling * Pi Phi
Tonight's the night that you will see.
Just how special you are to mel
As Big and Little well make a great pair.
To find a LitOe like you is ever so rare)
I'm so excited and you will be too.
But who am I? Get a duel'
Pi Phi Love • Your Big ???
PiPhiJENBOULISPiPhi
A Pi Phi little is the best.
Especially my little, she's above the rest
She's fun, exciting, sweet and sincere.
About the best pledge of the year.
Your B»g is so proud and just can't wait
Tonight we will meet and celebrate!
Love Your Big ?
Sck of the Cold
&ck of School
PANAMA CITY IS THE CURE
Sun, fun, & drinks on the beach
Best Package, Best Price $i 19
Sign up now • only afew spots left
Ca'l Jim or Joe 352-8181

A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days. $2791 Panama City $99. Padre $199. Cancun from Oho
$499, Jamaica $399 Greg 354-8149. Sarah
354-6994, Todd 372 6528. or 1 600-636 67S6
ALPHA OMICRON PI
UP SYNCH!
Thursday, February 27lh
6.30pm m the Grand Ballroomi
Did you know'' (According IO Berlex Laboratories Inc 1969) The five most common sexually
transmitted diseases are chlamydia. con
orrhea. herpes, syphiilis. ard genital wans
GOOD TYMES PUB
$0.25 Drafts
Every night 8-tOpm
"Cheapest drink prices In town!"
OOOOTYMES PUB
AOTT' PIKE * AOTT ' PIKE
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi wish to congratulate Tern Watters on her lavahenng to
Geoff Besocher
ATTENTION LOCAL BANDS
Auditions (or Batfle o' the Bands
Send demo tape to WFAL care of Battle of the
Bands. 120 West Hail. Cash award given to
winner.
Battle of the Bands - Apnl 3.1992
Groovomater and Tyhimba play at Caribbean
Association's 8th Annual Reggae Tribute to
Bob Mariey, Sat Feb 29.8 pm. NE Commons
(Stand up for you rights)

SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
MOBILE MEALS
Support Mobile Meals by purchasing
a snack bag from a Sigma Kappa
ONLY $1 00
lO-3inMSC

MDA MDA MDA MDA MDA MDA
Movies. Dancing, Amusement March 13-14
24 hour dance 600 pm Fn. • 6:00 pm Sat.
Open dance / 00 pm Fn - 200 am Sat. Help
raise money for those special people. Call
K'isl. 2 3640 lor more inlo
MIKE
You are the best I
Happy 22r>d Birthday I (You're getting old1)

MOMM

Lambda Chi - Lambda Chi
Co-Athletes of the Week:
Jeff Merrill and Brad Shipp

KIM JONES
Good luck in Louisville
The Phi Taut wil miss you.

MUD VOLLEYBALL
Applications STILL available at
Miktb Alumni Center
DEADLINE March 6th
mWi call 372 6849MUD VOLLEYBALL

SPRING BREAK
Day tone Beach Florida
6 days only tM 00

Cai' l BOOJaa 8n
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES
FUN IN THE SUN, 4/Rm pnee. Daytona
(tag Koch. Wtilrt 4 Trans Available Call Jim
at 362-6865

SPRING BREAK'92
Cancun and Nassau. Bahama tnps starting at
$449... find a better price A well match it. Last
crumce. Call now 352- 4610
SPRING

BREAK PRICE-BUSTER VACATIONS I
JAMAICA BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE.
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM
ONLY $599 BUY FROM THE *! NAME YOU
CAN TRUST FOR OUALrTY VACATIONS.
FOUR SEASONS 1-800-331-3136.
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
46ft Luxury Yachts/Groups of 6
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas
All Inclusive With Cabin » Meals $468 Each
CALL ANYTIME 1-600-999-7245 (SAB.)

Lambda Chi - Lambda Chi
Academic Brother of the Week
George Jacobs

Hey BG Fraternities and Sororities...
Start getting that shot back for the Phi Tau
Shoot-Out ...Coming soon1'

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Condominiums tor Spring Break
$20 par peraon per night / ott beach
$25 par peraon per night/ beachfront
1-t00-422-«212

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 1M2!!
FabulousJamalca, Exciting Cancun Irom
(42911 Includes Hotel, air, tranatara. partial
Call Sun Splash Toura t-aOO-426-7710.

Lambda Cht * Lambda Chi
Brother of the Week
MattFIs

-DON'T GET PISSY WITH ME!!

Pi Phi Pi PN Pi Phi
LirOeCaria
Big Sia - Lil Sia
Doesn't that sound great?
Friende forever-l can't waitl
Gat psyched, tomghta the ntght'
Love. Your Btg
Pi Phi Pi PN Pi Phi
PUMPKIN Ool, 52 days until your b« dayl I'll
be there. I'm proud or you and I love you.
Rhubarb

SIGMA CHI/PI BETA PHI
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would like to congratulate Scott Thompson on his recent lavaiiv-gtoO U s Andrea Schl — ter

HEY

New Fraternity
New Fraternity'
NEW FRATERNITY!

PI PM Audr.y Snydar PI PN
Who it your big? Can ana danca MM Jig?
Isshoiwdikind.
the best you could And?
Tha tima it almost hara.
A<wl soon it will ba claar
Haras your last due. your BIG lovee you!

STUDY SPANISH IN SPAIN
Earn credit while studying in Spain
with Bowling Green State University.
For information, contact:
AYA-SPAIN
Department of Romance Languages

Brathaus Happy Hours
Sunday thru Thursday all nights
Fridays ft Saturdays 3-9pm

372-8053

""PHIMU"'
VI PS- Keep up the good work. We love you i
"'PHIMU"*
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and grants
1-8O0-USA-1221 Ext. 2033

Time's running out to find your
apartment for Summer & Fall
1992. Check out the Great 1 & 2
bedroom apartments at...

Sunglaaaael! Spring Break Speoal
20% off * Ray-Ban' Vau mot * Bolle'
Tony 353-2408
Outside Ed. BKJg March 3.5.9.17,18

_Two days prtor to publication. 4p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES;

_per ad are 75e per line $2.25 minimum
60e entra per ad lor bold face.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

Would you like more spending money? A
sense of liberation? Less tension and more
personal satisfaction? Call the Student WELLnet Center at 372-8302 or 372-8303 and signup for the Fresh Start smoking cessation program belore Maich 3rd.
"FLORIDA ON A BUDGET. $100 00 per person per week. Fort Myers area.
1-813-353-1437."

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (a line maximum)
$6.50 per insertion
2" (16 line maximum) $12 95 prt insertion

PREPAYMENT; -s required for all non-university related businesses and individuals.

NOTICE;,

_The BG News will riot be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come to
214 West Han immediately it there is an error in your ad The BG News w\u not be responsible tor typographic* errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information snail be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is lo discourage the placement o' advertising mat may be cruel or unnecessanly embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE#.

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

A good home for a cat. Six months old. black
male FREE to a loving home 354 6569
Avail able now
Need one lemaJe to fill house
at957 f I. Prospect
I of 3 Own room

Call 353-0325
Available now. Need one female to ■ house at
957 N. Prospect. For 3 ■ Own room. Call
353-0325
Female room, own private cooking facilities
plus bath. Summer or 12 month lease. $196 a
month includes utilities within family home.
Quiet residential area. 1 mile from campus.
Phone 352-1832 or 352-7365
Need 1 mature roommate for tall, own room,
quiet, dose to campus. All furnishings minus
bedroom. Rent $212 Plus elec (@$i0/mo).
and phone. Heat, hot water, stove mcl. I'm 26.
male, don't dnnk. smoke, do drugs Neat,
clean, quiet Can provide references for females Prefer grad student or older JrySr.
References from previous landlords/roommates requested. Call Tom,
354-7159. Leave message.
Need Subleaser for beginning of May through
the end of August. Air conditioning. Call Maya
352-8425.
Needed: one nonsmoking female roommate
tor a furnished, two bedroom apartment with
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $150 a
month, plus utilities. Lease begins May '92
Call 372-1181 for more into.
One or two female roommates needed to fill
apartment for 92-93 school year. Call Julie
3724925.

HELP WANTED
$200-$300 tor selling
50 lunny college Spring Break
T-Shirts Sm-Lgquan avail.
No financial OBL. . 800 659 6690
250 COUNSELORS and Instructor* needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mins .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234 BG,
Kenilwoflh, NJ 07033 (906) 276-0998

BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages. For casting info, call
(615)779-7111 Ext.T-883.

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE;

23 yr. old female looking tor responsible, mature roommate to share 2 bdrm. apt. at iwnhse.
apts starting June 1. Rent $167 +1/2 utilities.
Call [216) 236-5763. ask tor Kim.

WHITEHALL ROOMS AVAILABLE
Daytona Beach, Call Now 352-4610

1 or 2 non-smoking females to rant for summer
of-92. Call Julia al 372-4900.

The BG News

2 nonsmoking male roommates for 92-93
school year. Nice apt. tor $118*. Near campus.
Call 372-1837.

WHEELING FOR WOODLANE
raises $$$ for
WOODLANE SCHOOLS 6 SPECIAL OLYM
PCS

1 non-smoking roommate needed immediately
'or 92-93 school year Van/ dose to campus.
Call Lori at 372-5468.

"Featuring the Campus Shuttle"

1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August 10th lor sublease of apt. nee/ campus!
University Village, rent neg. Call Mike
353-7203

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisher>es.
Earn $5,000wmonth. Free transportation1
Room & Board i Over 8,000 openings
No experience necessary. Male or Female
For employment program call:
Student Employment Services
1-206-545-4155ext. 1516

WANTED

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
352-9135

Wednesday, February 26,1992

FAST
FUNORAISINQ
PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 In one
week. Plus receive a $100
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH, ust for calling 1 800
932-0528 Ext. 65.
NANNY
Up to $400 per week. Live-m joba. East Coast,
Chicago. Many benefits. Minimum 1 year.
NATIONAL NANNY
1-BOO-933-9397
Night cleaning person - 6 days. Apply Days
Inn. i550EaslWoosier,BG
Safety Town Director
The Bowling Green Parks 8 Recreation Department is seeking an individual, to direct tie
city's Safety Town program for the summer of
1992. This is a seasonal salaried position beginning at $200 per week. Penod of actual employment would extend from 6/1/02 through!
8/9/92. Applicants must be available,
however, to meet and plan their activity during
April and May, 1992. Successful applicants
should have classroom teaching experience
and hold an elementary and/or pre-school
teaching certificale. Deadline for application is
March 13.1992. Interested parties may pick up
an application and complete job description at
the Park Office located in City Park. The City ol
Bowling Green is an equal opportunity empipy1.
Special E vent s Supervisor
The Bowling Green Parks & Recreation Department is seeking an individual to supervise
the ory's "Sun 'n Fun" special events programs tor spnng ans summer 1992. This is a
seasonal salaried positions beginning at $200
per week. Penod o* employment could begin
as early as 3/30/92 with hourly compensations for part erne weekday work until beginning salaried appointment 5/4/92 as well as
evening and weekend commitments. Oral and
written communicative sk'lls are essential as
well as a demonstrated ability to organize,
schedule, supervise and seek funding tor
community special events. Deadline tor application is 5:00pm March 13, 1992. Interested
pan>es may pick up an application and job description at the Park Office located in City Park.
The City of Bowling Green is an equal opportunity employer.

Students Needed-summer counseling and
support staff tor Easter Seal camp serving
people with disabilities in the heart of tie
Colorado Rockies. For more information, call
(303) 892-6063. or write Rocky Mountain
VMIage.P.O. Box 11S. Empire, CO 80438.

Beat high utilities cost I
Large private roorrvoathroom.
Economical rent. No uDlmolease.
Available now. $225.00 per month.

TIMBER LAKE/TYLER HILL CAMPS
3 TOP NEW YORK AREA RESIDENT
CAMPS. GENERAL COUNSELORS, WSI.
ATHLETIC SPECIALIST. . . ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS TOP SALARIES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. 800-828-CAMP (9-5 WEEKDAYS
EST).

CAMPUS MANOR
505CtoughSl.
-Free heat and air cond.
-Close to campus
•Balconies
-Plenty of parking
-Furnished
Starting at $475 00
CALL RE. Managment
352-9302

Call 352-6615

TASP' INTERNATIONAL it looking tor highly
motivates students 10 fill management positions this summer. Earn $6,00O-$8,0OOwhiie
gaining experience and building your resume.
Positions are open in the Cleveland Ares
Suburbs. Canton, * Northern Toledo - Slyvanle. For more information call Gregg Marians at 1 •800-843-3792.

Duplex adjacent to campus, large parking
area. 1 Br available May 15, two people
$i75/month each plus utilises and deposit 3
Br. avail. Aug. 15.4 people, $170/month each
plus utilities and deposit. 12 mo leases. Phone
352-4565.

FOR SALE

Efficiency 8 one bedroom apartments
availabti. Call Mecca Management at
353-S800.

1977 Chevrolet Malibu Classic 4-dr. Good
condition, many new pans Runs great. Great
party car. $600 Cal Tom at 352-3929.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800-THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1902 • 1903.1 br. 8 2 br. units.
Fuiy furnished. Gas, heat, & AC. 9 or 12 month
leases. Reasonable rates. Ideal location.
Owners pay utilities Contact early to avod
disappointment.
PHONE 352-4966.

AVE8URY BOOKS
has a biography of Grace Slcki
143-C E. Woosler - 10-6,Mon-Sat
FOR SALE
Mac SE Computer wkeyboard $675
Mae IMAGE WRITER I PRINTER $325
6 foot Oak Drafting Table
*W parallel rule. $275
Drafting Chair $75 or Best Offer
Call §74-9107 or 372-7846

Houses 6 apartments for 1992-93 school year.
12 month leases only, starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-8917.
JUST PAY ELECTRIC!
825 Third St. #3
1 Br. furnished
As tow as $373.00
RE MANAGEMENT

Metal Buildings
50% off while the colors and sizes list
(614)859-6315

352-9302
MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments for traditional students,
grads and couples. Please call tor more information on locations and rates tor Spnng,
Summer and F at.
352-3445 •Hours 9-9

MAC SE COMPUTER W/KEVBOARD - $675
MAC IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER - $325
6 toot Oak Drafting Table
w parallel rule $275
Drafting chair - $75 or Best Offer
Call 074-9107 or 372-7846

Carty Rentals
2.3,6or 9 student houses
Officeat318E.Merryt3
Office hrs. 10-5 or by appL
Call 352-7385.

TECHNICS Cassette Deck $65. TECHNICS
3-Way Home Speakers $75 Ma/ant* 2-way
speakers $45. Brown Leather Jacket $60. Call
Jason at 354-9616.

NEED2BR?
Campus Manor
615 Second Street
641 Eigth Street
777Manviie
Prices starting at #395.00
RE. MANAGEMENT

FOR RENT
1 & 2. bedroom turn. apts.
9 month, summer 8 year leases.
352-7454.

352-9302
NEED A SUMMER PLACE TO LIVE ON E
WOOSTER? SUBLEASE FROM JENNIFER
354-6895.

1 bdrm. apt. air cond. gas heat included. Full
baih. large closets, peso, private entry. Pets $
waterbeds O.K. 353-7715.
1 bedroom apts for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere Close to campus.

352-2663

Carty Rentals
2-6 student apartments. Model apartment at
316 E. Merry #3 Office hours 10-5 or by appl.
Call 352-7365

2 bdrm. air cond.. ceiling fan, new appliances.
Freshly painted, new carpet 8 Die. Heat induded m rent. 353-7715.
2 bedroom furnished apartment.
For Fall 1992.
352-2663
2 bedroom house. Located between campus
and downtown Near courthouse. Available this
summer, fall 8 spring. Call 823-5551
92-93 SUMMER 8 FALL RENTALS
OVER 600 UNITS
Effic . one bdrm., two bdrm., houses 8 duplexes. Stop into
319 E WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnendaJy staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

One 3 bdrm. $590 plus gas (Down)
One 3 bdrm. $575 plus gas. (Up)
329E.Wooster

Call 354-4494
One room to rent for summer semes.
Victorian House 3 blks. to campus.
Kitchen, Parking, Sep. Ent. Utilises Inc.
352-5817 or 352-7907
Spnng Break- Daytona Beach ocean front.
Sleeps 2. March 21 -28. $350 for the week. Call
352-6587.
SUBLEASE NEEDED • Summer "92
One or two person apt.
Great location - Main St
Very clean Call 352-0499

354-2260
CATCH THATSUMMER FEELING
Summer Apts.
at
Super rates!
RE. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.

352-9302

Summer Sublease looking for 23 people to
rent $l66/$m - 2 bedroom • roomy - air m dose to campus - University Village I Call Julianne - 353-2004
Van/ mot. huge. 3 bedroom (up to 4 people)
apt Close to campus, bars. Sublease May •
I Aug. Rent neg. 353-1219,

HAIR UNLIMITED
Open at our new location
248 N. Main.

on services with Roseann &
Angle (with this ad only)
M-W&Sat. 9a.m.-6p.m.
TR & F
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun.
Noon-6 p.m.

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
, For Rent

* Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BC News
214 West Hall BCSU
Bowling Creen, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BC News)
Phone: 372-2601

All Girl Bond with sounds of Indigo Girls

TONITC ONLV!
104 S. MAIN

353-0988

